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1.1 REASON FOR THE SUBJECT SELECTION 
 
 
In today’s incredibly complex world of computational power, very high speed 
machine processing capabilities, complex data storage methods, next 
generation telecommunications, new generation operating systems and 
services, and extremely advanced networking services capabilities – we are 
entering a new era of computing. At the same time, industry, businesses and 
home users alike are placing more complex and challenging demands on the 
networks. 
 
To satisfy need of these demands I think grid computing can play vital role. 
Because grid computing is an advanced level distributed computing. Where 
as web is a service for sharing information over the Internet, the GRID is a 
service for sharing computer power and data storage capacity over the 
Internet. The GRID goes well beyond simple communication between 
computers and aims ultimately to turn the global network of computers into 
one vast computational resource.  
 
The first idea behind the grid is sharing of resources. You enter the grid to use 
remote resources, which allows you to do things that you cannot do with the 
computer you own or the computer center you normally use. 
 
The second idea behind the grid is resources should be shared all over the 
Internet with the access mechanism. This is very vital issue in the 
implementation of the grid. 
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The third idea behind the grid is it optimizes resource usage. This is where the 
grid really starts to look interesting, even for someone blessed with a lot of 
computer resources. Because no matter how many resources you have, there 
will always be times when there is a queue of people waiting to use them. We 
can maximize resource usage. 
 
The forth idea is we can share resources like computing power, data storage 
using high speed network connections among computers. What makes the 
grid possible today is the impressive development of networking technology. 
 
The above mentioned benefits of grid computing can be important in new era 
of computing. As I refer various articles and literature about grid computing, I 
feel that it will be interesting to dig out this new paradigm of distributed 
computing.  
 
These first hand benefits of grid computing attract me to select grid computing 
as a subject for my PhD degree. 
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1.2 TITLE OF THESIS 
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1.3 STATEMENT OF THE TITLE 
 
 
Computer Science is a field with plenty of branches of specialization. It is 
closely related with mathematics, electronics and communication and 
electrical engineering. Any researcher can have various subjects like 
database management systems, programming language paradigms, software 
engineering, data communication and networking etc… 
 
Among various specialized subject, I like to work in distributed computing. 
When I come to know that grid is an advanced level of distributed computing 
and we can share various resources like computing power, storage devices 
and other application software, I think that why not we develop a model which 
realize the concept of grid.  
 
To study various grid computing models and develop and implementation of 
new grid computing model is the main objective of this study.  
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1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
 
 
The main objectives of my study are 
To study distributed computing and its benefits. 
To study various distributed computing related technologies like client 
server technology, P2P technology, Clustering and Grid computing. 
To study and understand basic theory behind Grid Computing 
architecture. 
To study various Grid computing projects initiated around the world by 
various organizations and companies. 
To study and analyze various Grid computing software and tools 
available in the market to implement Grid in real life environment. 
To develop new Grid model with application to demonstrate various 
benefits of Grid computing. 
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1.5 RATIONALE OF THE STUDY 
 
The Grid computing is all about resource sharing. Though processing speed 
of the computer and other components of the computer are getting massive 
technological improvement, the application requirements for computing power 
and storage is also increases day by day. If we can use computing power or 
any other resource that is idle and if we were able to utilize it, Grid computing 
can able to create pool of resources among users to utilize idle resources 
located any where in the network. 
 
This concept will dramatically increase resource sharing. If we consider Grid 
computing about computing power, any application gets executed on many 
computers in grid environment is almost similar to run your application in any 
computer having multiple processors. In other terms, we can get computing 
like super computer by using ordinary computers. 
 
This new model of computing will prove as boon to many industrial 
applications in the field of life sciences, financial services, and engineering 
services like automotive and aerospace. 
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1.6 DETAILS OF THE REMAINING CHAPTERS 
 
Following is the chapter-wise details of my thesis. 
 
In chapter 2, the definition of grid, the meaning of virtual organization, the 
basic model of grid architecture is covered. Here I also give the relationship of 
grid with other distributed computing technologies. 
 
Chapter 3 gives the documentation about the open grid service 
architecture(OGSA) one of the key architecture in designing grid 
implementation model. Here information about key OGSA components are 
given in detail. 
 
Chapter 4 gives the documentation about various grid applications running 
around the world to solve various application problems. In this chapter, gnome 
alignment grid, texas tech techgrid, white rose grid, open science grid etc. 
related documentation given. 
 
Chapter 5 covers various grid computing software tools available in today’s 
market. Mainly three different tools namely Vgrid, Globus Toolkit, Sun N1 Grid 
System and its features are given. 
 
Chapter 6 covers documentation about proposed grid computing model using 
open source software(OSS). The chapter includes grid software developed 
from scretch using java language. The chapter also covers various grid 
components, installation of grid software, installation of grid applications and 
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how we can use this model to earn money by utilizing idle processing power. 
The chapter ends with the conclusion derived based on this research work. 
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2.1      GRID DEFINITION 
 
Ian Foster (1998), the Grid concept is defined as the controlled and 
coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi 
institutional virtual organizations. This sharing of resources, ranging from 
simple file transfers to complex and collaborative problem solving, is 
accomplished within controlled and well-defined conditions and policies. The 
dynamic grouping of individuals, multiple groups, or organizations that defined 
the conditions and rules for sharing are called virtual organizations. 
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2.2 THE GRID PROBLEM 
 
Grid computing has evolved as an important field in the computer industry by 
differentiating itself from the distributed computing with an increased focus on 
the resource sharing, coordination, and high-performance orientation. Grid 
computing is trying to solve the problems associated with resource sharing 
among a set of individuals or groups. 
 
These Grid computing resources include computing power, data storage, 
hardware instruments, on-demand software, and applications. In this context, 
the real problems involved with resource sharing and resource discovery, 
event correlation, authentication, and access mechanisms. These problems 
become proportionately more complicated when the Grid computing solution 
is introduced as a solution for utility computing, where industrial applications 
and resources become available as sharable. The best example of this is in 
the IBM Corporation’s Business On Demand resource implementations in 
Grid Computing. 
 
This commercial on-demand utility concept spanning across Grid computing 
services has introduced number of challenging problems to the already 
complicated grid problem domains. These challenging problems include 
service-level management features, complex accounting utilization metering, 
flexible pricing, federated security, scalability, open ended integration, and 
multitude of very difficult arrays of networking services to sustain. It is key to 
understand that the networking services can no longer be taken for granted, 
as these very important services now become the central nervous system to 
enable all worldwide Grid computing environments. 
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2.3 VIRTUAL ORGANIZATIONS AND THE GRID 
 
The concept of virtual organization is the key to Grid computing. It is defined 
as a dynamic set of individuals and/or institutions defined around a set of 
resource-sharing rules and conditions (Foster, Kesselman). All these virtual 
organizations share some common features like common concerns and 
requirements, but may vary in size, scope, duration, sociology, and structure. 
 
The members of any virtual organization negotiate on resource sharing based 
on the rules and conditions defined in order to share the resources from the 
thereby automatically constructed resource pool. Assigning users, resources, 
and organizations from different domains across multiple, worldwide 
geographic territories to a virtual organization are one of the fundamental 
technical challenges in Grid computing. This complexity includes the 
definitions of the resource discovery mechanism, resource sharing methods, 
rules and conditions by which this can be achieved, security federation and/or 
delegation, and access controls among the participants of the virtual 
organization. This challenge is both complex and complicated across several 
dimensions. 
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The following two examples describe the concept of virtual organization in 
simple to understand terms. 
 
1. Thousands of physicists from different laboratories join together to 
create, design, and analyze the products of a major detector at CERN, 
the European high energy physics laboratory. This group forms a “data 
grid”, with intensive computing, storage, and network services resource 
sharing, in order to analyze petabytes of data created by the detector at 
CERN. This is one example of a virtual organization. 
2. A company doing financial modeling for a customer based on the data 
collected from various data sources, both internal and external to the 
company. This specific virtual organization customer may need a 
financial forecasting capability and advisory capability on their 
investment portfolio, which is based on actual historic and current real 
time financial market data. This financial institution customer can than 
be responsive by forming a dynamic virtual organization within the 
enterprise for achieving more benefit from advanced and massive 
forms of computational power and data. This dynamic, financial 
oriented virtual organization can now reduce undesirable customer wait 
time, while increasing reliability on forecasting by using real-time data 
and financial modeling techniques. 
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With a close observation of the above-mentioned virtual organizations, we can 
infer that the number and type of participants, the resource being shared, 
duration, scale and the interaction pattern between the participants all very 
between any one single virtual organization to another. At the same time, we 
can also infer that there exist common characteristics among competing and 
sometimes distrustful participants that contributed to their virtual organization 
formation. They may include some of the following items for consideration. 
 
1. Common concerns and requirements on resource sharing 
A virtual organization is a well-defined collection of individuals and/or 
institutions that share a common set of concerns and requirements 
among them. For example, a virtual organization created to provide 
financial forecast modeling share the same concerns on security, data 
usage, computing requirements, resource usage, and interaction 
pattern.  
  
2. Conditional, time-bound, and rules-driven resource sharing 
Resource sharing is conditional and each resource owner has full 
control on making the availability of the resource to the sharable 
resource pool. These conditions are defined based on mutually 
understandable policies and access control requirements 
(authentication and authorization). The number of resources involved in 
the sharing may dynamically vary over time based on the policies 
defined. 
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3. Dynamic collection of individuals and/or institutions 
Over a period of time a virtual organization should allow individuals 
and/or groups into and out of the collection; provided they all share the 
same concerns and requirements on resource sharing. 
 
4. Sharing relationship among participants is peer-to-peer in nature 
The sharing relation among the participants in a virtual organization is 
peer-to-peer, which emphasizes that the resource provider can 
become a consumer to another resource. This introduces a number of 
security challenges including mutual authentication, federation, and 
delegation of credentials among participants. 
  
5. Resource sharing based on an open and well-defined set of 
interaction and access rules 
Open definition and access information must exist for each sharable 
resource for better interoperability among the participants. 
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2.4     GRID ARCHITECTURE 
 
A new architecture model and technology was developed for the 
establishment, management and cross-organizational resource sharing within 
a virtual organization. This new architecture, called grid architecture, identifies 
the basic components of a grid system, defines the purpose and functions of 
such components and indicates how each of these components interacts with 
one another. The main attention of the architecture is on the interoperability 
among resource providers and users to establish the sharing relationships. 
This interoperability means common protocol architecture as shown in figure 
1. This protocol architecture defines common mechanisms, interfaces, 
schema, and protocols at each layer, by which users and resources can 
negotiate, establish, manage, and share resources. 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the component layers of the architecture with specific 
capabilities at each layer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Grid Architecture 
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Fabric Layer: Interface to Local Resources 
The Fabric layer defines the resources that can be shared. This could include 
computational resources, data storage, networks, catalogs, and other system 
resources. These resources can be physical resources or logical resources by 
nature. 
Typical examples of the logical resources found in a Grid computing 
environment are distributed file systems, computer clusters, distributed 
computer pools, software applications, and advanced forms of networking 
services. These logical resources are implemented by their own internal 
protocol. Theses resources then comprise their own network of physical 
resources. 
 
Connectivity Layer: Manages Communications 
The connectivity layer defines the core communication and authentication 
protocols required for grid-specific networking services transactions. 
Communications protocols, which include aspects of networking transport, 
routing, and naming, assist in the exchange of data between fabric layers of 
respective resources. The authentication protocol builds on top of the 
networking communication services in order to provide secure authentication 
and data exchange between users and respective resources. 
 
The communication protocol can work with any of the networking layer 
protocols that provide the transport, routing, and naming capabilities in 
networking services solutions. The most commonly used Network layer 
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protocol is the TCP/IP Internet protocol stack. This layer provides following 
services. 
 
Single sign-on This provides any multiple entities in the grid fabric to be 
authenticated once the user can then access any available resources in the 
grid Fabric layer without further user authentication intervention. 
 
Delegation This provides the ability to access resource under the current 
users permissions set; the resource should be able to relay the same user 
credentials to other resources respective to the chain of access. 
 
Integration with local resource specific security solutions Each resource 
and hosting has specific security requirements and security solutions that 
match the local environment. This may include Kerberos security methods, 
Windows security methods, Linux security methods, and UNIX security 
methods. Therefore, in order to provide proper security in the grid fabric 
model, all grid solutions must provide integration with the local environment 
and respective resources specifically engaged by the security solution 
mechanisms. 
 
User-based trust relationships In Grid computing, establishing an absolute 
trust relationship between users and multiple service providers is very critical. 
This accomplishes the environmental factor to which there is then no need of 
interaction among the providers to access the resources that each of them 
provide. 
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Data security The data security topic is important in order to provide data 
integrity and confidentiality. The data passing through the Grid computing 
solution, no matter what complications may exist, should be made secure 
using various cryptographic and  
data encryption mechanisms. These mechanisms are well known in the prior 
technological art, across all global industries. 
 
Resource Layer: Sharing of a Single Resource 
The Resource layer utilizes the communication and security protocols defined 
by the networking communications layer, to control the secure negotiation, 
initiation, monitoring, metering, accounting, and payment involving the sharing 
operations across individual resources. 
 
The way this works is the Resource layer calls the Fabric layer functions in 
order to access and control the multitude of local resources. This layer only 
handles the individual resources and, hence, ignores the global state and 
atomic actions across the other resource collection, which in the operational 
context is the responsibility of the Collective layer. 
 
There are two primary classes of resource layer protocols. These protocols 
are key to the operations and integrity of any single resource. These protocols 
are as follows: 
 
Information Protocols These protocols are used to get information about the 
structure and the operational state of a single resource, including 
configuration, usage policies, service-level agreements, and the state of the 
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resource. In most situations, this information is used to monitor the resource 
capabilities and availability constraints.  
 
 Management Protocols The important functionalities provided by the 
management protocols are: 
 
Negotiating access to a shared resource is paramount. These 
negotiations can include the requirements on quality of service, 
advanced reservation, scheduling, and other key operational factors. 
Performing operation(s) on the resource, such as process creation or 
data access, is also a very important operational factor. 
Acting as the service/resource policy enforcement point for policy 
validation between a user and resource is critical to the integrity of the 
operations. 
Providing accounting and payment management functions on resource 
sharing is mandatory. 
Monitoring the status of an operation, controlling the operation 
including terminating the operation, and providing synchronous 
notifications on operation status, is extremely critical to the operational 
state of integrity. 
 
It is recommended that these resource level protocols should be minimal from 
a functional overhead point of view and they should focus on the functionality 
each provides from a utility aspect. 
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The Collective Layer: Coordinating Multiple Resources 
While the Resource layer manages an individual resource, the Collective layer 
is responsible for all global resource management and interaction with a 
collection of resources. This layer of protocol implements a wide variety of 
sharing behaviors (protocols) utilizing a small number of Resource layer and 
Connectivity layer protocols. 
Some key examples of the common, more visible collective services in a Grid 
computing system are as follows. 
 
Discovery Services This enables the virtual organization participants to 
discover the existence and/or properties of that specific available virtual 
organization’s resources. 
 
Coallocation, Scheduling, and Brokering Services These services allow 
virtual organization participants to request the allocation of one or more 
resources for a specific task, during a specific period of time, and to schedule 
those tasks on the appropriate resources. 
 
Monitoring and Diagnostic Services These services afford the virtual 
organizations resource failure recovery capabilities, monitoring of the 
networking and device services, and diagnostic services that include common 
event logging and intrusion detection. 
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Data Replication Services These services support the management aspects 
of the virtual organization’s storage resources in order to maximize data 
access performance with respect to response time, reliability, and costs. 
 
Grid-Enabled Programming Systems These systems allow familiar 
programming models to be utilized in the Grid computing environments, while 
sustaining various Grid computing networking services. 
 
Workload Management Systems and Collaborative Frameworks This 
provides multi step, asynchronous, multi component workflow management. 
This is a complex topic across several dimensions, yet a fundamental area of 
concern for enabling optimal performance and functional integrity. 
 
Software Discovery Services This provides the mechanism to discover and 
select the best software implementation available in the grid environment, and 
those available to the platform based on the problem being solved. 
 
Application Layer: User-Defined Grid Applications 
These are user applications, which are constructed by utilizing the services 
defined at each lower layer. Such an application can directly access the 
resource, or can access the resource through the Collective Service interface 
APIs. 
 
Each layer in the grid architecture provides a set of APIs and SDKs(software 
developer kits) for the higher layers of integration. It is up to the application 
developers whether they should use the collective services for general-
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purpose discovery, and other high-level services across a set of resources, or 
if they choose to start directly working with the exposed resources. These 
user defined grid applications are domain specific and provide specific 
solutions. 
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2.5     GRID ARCHITECTURE AND RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER  
                  DISTRIBUTED   TECHNOLOGIES 
 
It is known fact that in the technology of art that there are numerous well-
defined and well-established technologies and standards developed for 
distributed computing. This foundation has been a huge success until we 
entered into the domain of heterogeneous resource sharing and the formation 
of virtual organizations. 
 
World Wide Web 
A number of open and ubiquitous technologies are defined for the World Wide 
Web (TCP, HTTP, SOAP, XML) that in turn makes the Web a suitable 
candidate for the construction of the virtual organizations. However, as of 
now, the Web is defined as a browser-server messaging exchange model, 
and lacks the more complex interaction models required for a realistic virtual 
organization. 
 
As an example, some of these areas of concern include single sign-on, 
delegation of authority, complex authentication mechanisms, and event 
correlation mechanisms. Once this browser-to-server interaction matures, the 
Web will be suitable for the construction of grid portals to support multiple 
virtual organizations. This will be possible because the basic platforms, fabric 
layers, and networking connectivity layers of technologies will remain the 
same. 
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Distributed Computing Systems 
The major distributed technologies including CORBA, J2EE, and DCOM are 
well suited for distributed computing applications: however, these do not 
provide a suitable platform for sharing of resources among the members of 
the virtual organization. Some of the notable drawbacks include resource 
discovery across virtual participants, collaborative and declarative security, 
dynamic construction of a virtual organization and the scale factor involved in 
potential resource-sharing environments. 
 
Another major drawback in distributed computing systems involves the lack of 
interoperability among these technology protocols. However, even with these 
perceived drawbacks, some of these distributed technologies have attracted 
considerable Grid computing research attention towards construction of grid 
systems, the most notable of which is Java JINI. This system, JINI, is focused 
on a platform-independent infrastructure to deliver services and mobile code 
in order to enable easier interaction with clients through service discovery, 
negotiation, and leasing. 
 
Application and Storage Service Providers 
Application and storage service providers normally outsource their business 
and scientific applications and services, as well as very high-speed storage 
solutions, to customers outside their organizations. Customers negotiate with 
these highly effective service  providers on QoS requirements i.e. hardware, 
software, and network combinations and pricing. 
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Normally speaking, these types of advanced services arrangements are 
executed over some type of virtual private network (VPN), or dedicated line, 
by narrowing the domain of security and event interactions. This is oftentimes 
somewhat limited in scope, while the VPN or private line is very static in 
nature. This, in turn, reduces the visibility of the service provider to a lower 
and fixed scale, with the lack of complex resource sharing among 
heterogeneous systems and inter domain networking service interactions. 
 
This being said, the introduction of the Grid computing principles related to 
resource sharing across virtual organizations, along with the construction of 
virtual organizations yielding inter domain participation, will alter this situation. 
Specifically, this will enhance this utility model of application service providers 
and storage service providers (ASP/SSP) to a more flexible and mature value 
proposition. 
 
Peer-to-Peer Computing Systems 
Similar to Grid computing, peer-to-peer (P2P) computing is a relatively new 
computing discipline in the realm of distributed computing. Both P2P and 
distributed computing are focused on resource sharing, and are now widely 
utilized throughout the world by home, commercial, and scientific markets. 
Some of the major P2P systems are SETI@home and file sharing system 
environments like Napster, Kazaa, Morpheus, and Gnutella. 
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The major difference between Grid computing and P2P computing is centered 
on the following notable points. 
 
1. They differ in their target communities. Grid communities can be small 
with regard to number of users, yet will yield a greater applications 
focus with a higher level of security requirements and application 
integrity. On the other hand, the P2P systems define collaboration 
among a larger number of individuals and/or organizations, with a 
limited set of security requirements and a less complex resource 
sharing topology. 
2. The grid system deals with more complex, more powerful, more 
diverse, and a highly interconnected set of resources than that of the 
P2P environments. 
 
The convergence of these areas toward Grid computing is highly probable 
since each of the disciplines are dealing with the same problem of resource 
sharing among the participants in a virtual organization. 
 
Cluster Computing 
Clusters are local to the domain and constructed to solve inadequate 
computing power. It is related to the pooling of computational resources to 
provide more computing power by parallel execution of the workload. Clusters 
are limited in scope with dedicated functionality and local to the domain, and 
are not suitable for resource sharing among participants from different 
domains. The nodes in a cluster are centrally controlled and the cluster 
manager is aware of the state of the node. This forms only a subset of the grid 
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principle of more widely available, intra/interdomain, communication, and 
resource sharing. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The grid infrastructure is mainly concerned with the creation, management, 
and the application of dynamic coordinated resources and services. These 
dynamic and coordinated resources and services are complex. They may be 
individual or a collection of entities with a short or long lifespan. These 
resources may be constituted from single or from multiple institutions so as to 
provide a homogeneous or heterogeneous set of functionalities. Even though 
the complexity and difference in resources and services may vary within every 
virtual organization, they are all agreed to deliver quality of service features 
including common security semantics, workflow, resource management, 
problem determination, fail over, and service level management. These 
qualities of service features require a well-defined architecture to achieve the 
desired level of service quality. This is the main reason to introduce Open 
Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) to support creation, maintenance, and 
application of services maintained by virtual organizations (VO). 
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3.2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RESOURCE AND SERVICE 
 
A resource is something sharable or a representation of a logical or physical 
entity like software application, hardware, operating system, cluster etc. and 
has a number of interfaces or application provider interfaces (API) to manage, 
access, and monitor the resource.  
 
A service is a realization of one of the interfaces with the necessary binding 
and message exchange pattern information for the use of the client. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                      Implements  
   
 
 
Figure 1: Relationship between resource and service 
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3.3 OGSA ARCHITECTURE AND GOAL 
 
OGSA architecture is a layered architecture with clear separation of the 
functionalities at each layer. As you can see from the figure, the core 
architecture layers are OGSI, which provides the base infrastructure, and 
OGSA core platform services, which are a set of standard services including 
policy, logging, service-level management, and so on. The high-level 
applications and services use these lower layer core platform components 
and OGSI that become part of a resource-sharing grid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: OGSA Platform Architecture 
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The major OGSA goals are: 
 
Facilitating distributed resource management across heterogeneous 
platform 
Providing seamless quality of service delivery 
Building a common base for automatic management solutions 
Providing a common infrastructure building blocks 
Open and published interfaces and messages 
Industry-standard integration solutions including Web services 
Facilities to accomplish seamless integration with existing IT resources 
Providing more knowledge-centric and semantic orientation of services 
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3.4     OGSA COMPONENTS 
 
The OGSA architectural organization can be classified into five components. 
1. Native platform services and transport mechanisms 
2. OGSA hosting environment 
3. OGSA transport and security 
4. OGSA infrastructure (OGSI) 
5. OGSA basic services (meta-OS and domain services) 
 
The above define OGSA components form the foundation for new high level 
management application and middleware Grid solutions and new class for 
Grid applications. 
 
1.   Native platform services and transport mechanisms 
The native platforms form the concrete resource hosting environment. These 
platforms can be host resources specific to operating systems or hardware 
components, and the native resource managers manage them. The transport 
mechanisms use existing networking services transport protocols and 
standards. 
 
2.   OGSA hosting environment 
The OGSA hosting environment decides exactly how the standard interface 
definitions defined by the grid service specification allows for two 
services/resources interoperating together. These definitions do not, however, 
address the portability of services implementations. Portability across hosting 
environments still needs to be addressed by both grid communities and other 
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hosting environments, including J2EE or .NET. These communities are 
working together on this, and solutions will be forthcoming over the next 
relatively short period of time. 
 
3.   Core Networking Services Transport and Security 
An OGSA standard does not define the specific networking services transport, 
nor the security mechanisms in the specification. Instead, it assumes use of 
the platform-specific transport and security at the runtime instance of 
operation. In other words, these properties are defined as service binding 
properties, and they are dynamically bound to the native networking services 
transport and security systems at runtime. These binding requirements are 
flexible; however, the communities in collaboration with the hosting and 
platform capabilities must work together to provide the necessary 
interoperability aspects. 
 
4.   OGSA Infrastructure 
The grid service specification developed within the OGSI working group has 
defined the essential building block for distributed systems. This is defined in 
terms of Web service specifications and description mechanisms. This 
specification provides a common set of behaviours and interfaces to discover 
a service, create service instance, service lifecycle management, and 
subscribe to and deliver respective notifications. 
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5.   OGSA Basic Services 
Some of the most notable and interesting basic services are as follows. 
Common Management Model (CMM) 
Service domains 
Distributed data access and replication 
Policy 
Security 
Provisioning and resource management 
Accounting/metering 
Common distributed logging 
Monitoring 
Scheduling 
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CHAPTER: 4 
 
 
 
Grid Computing 
Applications – a 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The study of Grid computing is motivated above all by the prospect of 
innovative new uses of computers. Hence, applications form a good starting 
point to examine grids and future demands that we may expect on 
technologies. 
 
Each application of grid computing, presenting the motivation for using Grid 
technologies, the architecture and approach adopted in implementation, and 
experiences and results obtained. These applications come from science and 
industry, from academia and laboratories, and from large corporations and 
startups. They cover compute, data, knowledge, and collaboration intensive 
scenarios and address problems ranging from multiplayer video gaming, fault 
diagnosis in jet engines, bio-informatics, biomedical imaging. Collectively, 
these case studies provide a good introduction to the broad spectrum of 
usage scenarios driving grid adoption and development. 
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4.2 SCOOP STORM SURGE MODEL 
 
4.2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Recently, large-scale ocean and meteorological modeling has resulted in the 
use of Grid resources and high performance environments for running these 
models. There is a need for an integrated system that can handle real-time 
data feeds, schedule and execute a set of model runs, manage the model 
input and output data, make results and status available to the larger 
audience. Here, we describe the distributed software infrastructure that we 
have built to run a storm surge model in a Grid environment. Our solution 
builds on existing standard grid and portal technologies including the Globus 
toolkit, Open Grid Computing Environment (OGCE) and lessons learned from 
grid computing efforts in other science domains. Specifically, we implement 
specific techniques for resource management and increased fault tolerance 
due to the sensitivity of the application.  
 
This framework was developed as a component of Southeastern Universities 
Research Association's (SURA) Southeastern Coastal Ocean Observing and 
Prediction  (SCOOP) program The SCOOP program is a distributed project 
that includes Gulf of Maine Ocean Observing System, Bedford Institute of 
Oceanography, Louisiana State University, Texas A&M, University of Miami, 
University of Alabama in Huntsville, University of North Carolina, University of 
Florida and Virginia Institute of Marine Science. SCOOP is creating an open-
access grid environment for the southeastern coastal zone to help integrate 
regional coastal observing and modeling systems. 
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4.2.2    TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS 
 
The front-end to the system is through a portal that provides the interface for 
users to interact with the ocean observing and modeling system. The real-
time data for the ensemble forecast arrives through Unidata's Local Data 
Manager (LDM), an event-driven data distribution system that selects, 
captures, manages and distributes meteorological data products. Once all the 
data for a given ensemble member has been received, available grid 
resources are discovered using a simple resource selection algorithm. After 
the files are staged, the model run is executed and the output data is staged 
back to the originating site. The final result of the surge computations is 
inserted back into the SCOOP LDM stream for subsequent analysis and 
visualization by other SCOOP partners. Thus specifically our architecture has 
the following Grid components:  
 An Application Coordinator that acts as a central component that 
orchestrates the data and job management actions and interacts with 
the Globus services.  
 A resource monitoring and notification framework that is used to collect 
monitoring data and track data flow status in the system.  
 A resource selection API that queries grid resource to determine the 
best resources available to run each of the jobs.  
 An application preparation component that prepares the application 
bundle that needs to be used on a remote resource.  
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 A front-end portal that allows users to conduct retrospective analysis, 
access historical data from previous model runs and observe the status 
of daily forecast runs from the portal. 
4.2.3    DATA AND CONTROL FLOW OF THE NC SCOOP SYSTEM  
 
Before we describe in detail each of the components used in the framework, 
we briefly describe the control flow of our framework. The ADCIRC storm 
surge model can be run in two modes. The “forecast” mode is triggered by 
real-time data arrival of wind data from different sites through the Local Data 
Manager. In the “hindcast” mode, the modeler can either use a portal or a 
shell interface to launch the jobs to investigate prior data sets (post-
hurricane). The figure shows the architectural components and the control 
flow for the NC SCOOP system:  
1. In the forecast mode the wind data arrives at the LDM node. In our 
current setup, the system receives wind files from University of Florida 
and Texas A&M. Alternatively, a scientist might log into the portal and 
choose the corresponding data to re-run a model.  
2. In the hindcast run, the application coordinator locates relevant files 
using the SCOOP catalog at UAH and retrieves them from the SCOOP 
archives located at TAMU and LSU. In the forecast runs, once the wind 
data arrives, the application coordinator checks to see if the hotstart 
files are available locally or are available at the remote archive. If they 
are not available and not being generated currently (through a model 
run), a run is launched to generate the corresponding hotstart files to 
initialize the model for the current forecast cycle.  
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3. Once the model is ready to run (i.e. all the data is available), the 
application coordinator will use the resource selection component to 
select the best resource for this model run.  
4. The resource selection component queries the status at each site and 
ranks the resources, accounting for queue delays and network 
connectivity between the resources.  
5. The application coordinator then calls an application specific 
component that prepares an application package that can be shipped 
to remote resources. The application package is customized with 
specific properties for the application on a particular resource and 
includes the binary, the input files and other initialization files required 
for the model run.  
6. The self-extracting application package is transferred to the remote 
resource and the job is launched using standard grid mechanisms.  
7. Once the application coordinator receives the “job finished” status 
message, it retrieves the output files from the remote sites.  
8. The results are then available through the portal. Additionally, in case 
of forecast mode, we push the data back through LDM, which is 
archived and visualized by other SCOOP partners downstream.  
9. The application coordinator publishes status messages at each of the 
above steps to a centralized messaging broker. Interested components 
such as the portal can subscribe to relevant messages to receive real-
time status notification of the job run.  
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10. In addition the resource status information is also collected across all 
the sites that can be observed through the portal as well as used for 
more sophisticated resource selection algorithms.  
 
 
 
Figure 1:  
Architectural components and the control flow for the NC SCOOP 
system 
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4.3 OPEN SCIENCE GRID 
 
4.3.1     INTRODUCTION 
 
Scientists from many different fields use the Open Science Grid to advance 
their research. The OSG Consortium includes members from particle and 
nuclear physics, astrophysics, bioinformatics, gravitational-wave science and 
computer science collaborations. Consortium members contribute to the 
development of the OSG and benefit from advances in grid technology. 
Applications in other areas of science, such as mathematics, medical imaging 
and nanotechnology, benefit from the OSG through its partnership with local 
and regional grids or their communities' use of the Virtual Data Toolkit 
software stack. 
 
The following chart shows running applications as well as the current load on 
the OSG over a one week period. The subsequent sections in this case study 
will look a little further into several of these applications. 
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Figure 2:  
Open science grid 
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4.4 CMS: THE COMPACT MUON SOLENOID 
 
 
 
Figure 3: 
The Compact Muon Solenoid 
 
 
4.4.1    INTRODUCTION 
 
The CMS experiment is designed to study the collisions of protons at a center 
of mass energy of 14 TeV. The physics program includes the study of 
electroweak symmetry breaking, investigating the properties of the top quark, 
a search for new heavy gauge bosons, probing quark and lepton substructure, 
looking for supersymmetry and exploring other new phenomena." 
 
The USCMS Software and Computing project provides the computing and 
software resources needed to enable US scientists to participate in CMS 
activities. According to the CERN Architectural Blueprint RTAG the 
configuration and control of Grid-based operation should be encapsulated in 
components and services intended for these purposes. Apart from these 
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components and services, grid-based operation should be largely transparent 
to other components and services, application software, and users. Grid 
middleware constitutes optional libraries at the foundation level of the 
software structure. Services at the basic framework level encapsulate and 
employ middleware to offer distributed capability to service users while 
insulating them from the underlying middleware. For the USCMS, the OSG 
provides the necessary Grid middleware components (that are also made to 
be interoperable with the LCG/EGEE components.)  
 
4.4.2    DATA AND CONTROL FLOW 
 
The CMS experiment employs a tiered computing model. Tier0 is at CERN in 
Switzerland. FNAL is one of seven Tier1's and universities in the US and 
Brazil are the Tier2's. Experimental data is produced at the Tier0 and 
replicated at Tier1's. Tier2's have the responsibility of hosting data that is 
interesting for regional users and will be used for data analysis by users 
through OSG gatekeepers at those Tier2's. Monte Carlo simulated events 
(MC events) are produced at Tier2's and Tier1's. These MC events are 
transferred to region Tier1's (FNAL in case of USCMS) or the Tier0. Thus, the 
model for the CMS experiment calls for data to be passed by the CMS 
detector at CERN in Switzerland, to a series of large computing sites around 
the world (and MC events the opposite direction.)  
The CMS Tier-2 centers in the United States and around the world have more 
work yet to do on their network infrastructure before they're ready to accept 
the large data rates expected when the experiment starts running — up to 100 
megabytes per second. The eventual goal for the computing sites during 2007 
is to sustain the use of more than 50% of their network capacity for an entire 
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day. For example, for the Purdue-UCSD network link that would mean 
sustaining transfers at approximately four gigabits per second for one day. 
Data storage responsibilities are shared between OSG, the VO, and the site. 
For example, OSG defines storage types and the API's and the information 
schema for finding storage. The VO manages the data transfers and the 
catalogues. The site chooses the storage type and amount, and implements 
publication of storage information according to the OSG rules (more 
specifically the Glue schema.) The following image is an example of CMS 
data transfer across several days in early 2007.  
 
 
Figure 4: 
CMS data transfer at OSG sites 
 
Likewise, job submission responsibilities are shared by OSG, the VO, and 
site. OSG defines the interface to the batch system and information schema 
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and provides the middleware that implements them. The VO manages the job 
submissions and workflows. (This is through either the Condor-G job 
submission tools or the workload management systems developed by grid 
projects such as EGEE/LCC.) The site chooses which batch system to use 
but configures that system interface in accordance with OSG rules. 
The workflow can be described as:  
 The VO administrators, called the software deployment team, install 
the application software. Users have read-only access from batch slots.  
 Data is produced at CERN. MC events are produced by the MC 
production teams at OSG or EGEE/LCG sites.  
 Data movement is carried out by a system called the PhEDEx. CERN 
controls the rate of data movement and sites or authorized personnel 
subscribe to necessary data through the PhEDEx system. The VO 
administrator moves MC events produced at the site to the upper Tiers 
via gftp. Users have read-only access from batch slots.  
 Users submit their jobs via condor-g. The jobs run in batch slots, 
writing output to local disks. The jobs copy their output from the local 
disks to the data area via gftp.  
 Users collect their output from the site(s) via gftp for follow-up analysis.  
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4.5 ATLAS: AN DIGITAL SKY SURVEY 
 
4.5.1    INTRODUCTION 
 
One of the discoveries eagerly anticipated by particle physicists working on 
the world's next particle collider is that of supersymmetry, a predicted lost 
symmetry of nature. Physicists from the University of Wisconsin-Madison are 
using Open Science Grid resources to show that there is a good possibility of 
discovering supersymmetry with data collected during the first few months of 
the collider's operation, if the new symmetry exists in nature.  
 
Supersymmetry, often called SUSY, predicts the existence of superpartner 
particles for every known particle, or sparticles, for every known fundamental 
particle.. Recent experiments have suggested that most of the matter in our 
universe is not made of familiar atoms, but of some new sort of dark matter. 
Discovering a hidden world of sparticles may shed light on the nature of this 
dark matter, connecting observations performed at earth-based accelerators 
with those performed by astrophysicists and cosmologists. 
 
4.5.2 DATA AND CONTROL FLOW 
 
To accurately simulate the search for supersymmetry required physicists to 
create a gateway to three different grid environments from their desks at 
CERN. They used the Virtual Data Toolkit, an ensemble of middleware tools 
distributed and maintained with the collaboration of OSG members, to create 
an access point to resources from the Open Science Grid, the LHC 
Computing Grid and the University of Wisconsin-Madison's Condor pool.  
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"The most difficult part was to make a grid which is interoperable, such that 
the requirements of all existing grid flavors could be included," they explained. 
"This was done by modifying the current VDT, and consuming more than 215 
CPU years in less than two months using resources from the OSG and 
Madison's Condor Pool."  
 
With so many computing resources at their disposal, they simulated for the 
first time an accurate background for SUSY searches. Comparing the 
simulated signals for several types of SUSY against the simulated 
background shows that physicists might be able to discover the long-sought 
sparticles with the first ATLAS experimental data. 
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4.6 SIMULATION-OPTIMIZATION FOR THREAT MANAGEMENT 
                  IN URBAN WATER SYSTEMS 
 
4.6.1    INTRODUCTION 
 
Contamination threat management is a very real and practical concern for any 
population utilizing a shared drinking water distribution system. Several 
components are involved including real-time characterization of the source 
and extent of the contamination, identification of control strategies, and design 
of incremental data sampling schedules. This requires dynamic integration of 
time-varying measurements of flow, pressure and contaminant concentration 
with analytical modules including models to simulate the state of the system, 
statistical methods for adaptive sampling, and optimization methods to search 
for efficient control strategies. The goal of this multi-disciplinary research 
project (NSF-funded from Jan 2006 to Dec 2008) is to develop a 
cyberinfrastructure system that will both adapt to and control changing needs 
in data, models, computer resources and management choices facilitated by a 
dynamic workflow design.  
 
The application specifically incorporates dynamic water-usage data, in real-
time, into a simulation-optimization process to inform decision making in 
threat management situations. The nature of this work is highly compute-
intensive and requires multi-level parallel processing via computer clusters 
and high-performance computing architectures such as SURAgrid. The 
optimization component uses evolutionary computation based algorithms and 
the simulation component uses EPANET, a water distribution simulation code 
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originally released by USEPA. Simulation-Optimization with EPANET is part 
of a multidisciplinary, three-year NSF-funded DDDAS (Dynamic Data-Driven 
Application Systems) research project to develop a cyberinfrastructure system 
that will both adapt to and control changing needs in data, models, computer 
resources and management choices facilitated by a dynamic workflow design. 
Project Partners: North Carolina State University; University of Chicago; 
University of Cincinnati University of South Carolina.  
 
                
 
Figure 5: 
Graphical Interface For SURAgrid 
 
The analytical modules (composed of thousands to millions of simulation 
instances that are driven by optimization search algorithms) used to simulate 
realistic water distribution systems are highly compute-intensive and require 
multi-level parallel processing via computer clusters. While data often drive 
the analytical modules, data needs for improving the accuracy and certainty of 
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the solutions generated by these modules dynamically change when a 
contamination event unfolds. Since such time-sensitive threat events require 
real-time responses, the computational needs must also be adaptively 
matched with available resources. Grid environments composed of 
independent or loosely coupled computer clusters (e.g., the TeraGrid, 
SURAgrid) are ideal for this application as the simulation instances can be 
easily clustered (or bundled) into semi-independent sets, often requiring 
synchronization at various stages, that can be effectively executed in these 
environments through an intelligent allocation and monitoring mechanism 
which is currently being implemented as a middleware feature.  
 
4.6.2    SURAGRID DEPLOYMENT  
 
 
The integrated simulation-optimization system developed through this project 
is intended to be used by the project team members during the two-year 
development phase of this project. Team members include application 
engineers at North Carolina Statue University (NCSU) and the University of 
Cincinnati, optimization methodology developers (NCSU and the University of 
South Carolina), and computer scientists (NCSU and the University of 
Chicago). The application engineers will test and analyze various water 
distribution contamination problem scenarios using realistic networks. The 
methodology developers will investigate various optimization search 
algorithms for source characterization, demand uncertainty and sensor 
sampling design.  
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The computer scientists will undertake the grid implementation, integration of 
various components, and performance testing in different grid environments 
and computer clusters, including SURAgrid. The team is using SURAgrid as 
an “on-ramp” to the TeraGrid. Citing specific SURAgrid benefits such as 
compute resource heterogeneity and low overhead to participate, the team 
plans to ready the application for porting to the TeraGrid by uncovering and 
addressing potential programming and workflow issues on SURAgrid.  
 
4.6.3    GRID WORKFLOW 
 
To be able to run jobs on SURAgrid, the NCSU user applies for an affiliate 
user certificate issued by SURAgrid site Georgia State University (GSU), who 
has a Certificate Authority (CA) that has been cross-certified with the 
SURAgrid Bridge CA (BCA). Cross-certification enables SURAgrid resource 
sites to trust the user certificate being presented by the NCSU user and, when 
the SURAgrid User Administrator at GSU also creates a SURAgrid account 
for the NCSU user, the user essentially has single-sign-on access to 
SURAgrid resources at cross-certified SURAgrid sites1. After they’ve 
authenticated to the SURAgrid resource, the user invokes the optimization 
method on the client workstation that initiates the middleware that directly 
communicates with the specific SURAgrid resource (authenticated through 
ssh keys) for job submission and intermediate file movement. Currently the 
application needs to be pre-staged by the user, but this functionality will be 
integrated into the middleware. The middleware, which uses public key 
cryptography, will provide a seamless, python-based application interface for 
staging initial data and executables, data movement, job submission, and 
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real-time visualizations of application progress. The interface uses 
passwordless ssh commands to create the directory structure necessary to 
run the jobs and handles all data movement required by the application. It 
launches the jobs at each site in a seamless manner, through their respective 
batch commands. The middleware is able to minimize resource queue time by 
querying the resource at a given site to determine the size of resource to 
request. Most of the middleware functionality has been implemented at least 
at a rudimentary level and efforts are now focused on better integration and 
sophistication.  
 
In addition to the middleware interface described above, the application 
consists of two major components: one for optimization, one for simulation. 
The optimization component presently used on the SURAgrid is called JEC 
(Java Evolutionary Computation toolkit), This is the client side that drives the 
simulation component by calling the middleware interface. Evolutionary 
algorithms call multiple instances of simulations (typically hundreds) at each 
generation (or iteration) and require synchronization at each generation as the 
simulation results have to be processed before beginning the next generation. 
Everything on the server side (middleware, simulation component, and the 
grid resources) is transparent to the client.  
 
The simulation component is an MPI C wrapper written around EPANET that 
does a number of things. It bundles multiple simulations (typically hundreds) 
and performs simultaneous execution of these on a single cluster via a 
coarse-grained MPI-based parallelism feature. The wrapper saves a 
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considerable amount of processing time by not duplicating I/O and parts of 
simulations that are common to all simulation instances. It also has a 
persistent capability such that, once an EPANET job is launched, it does not 
need to exit until all simulation instances have been completed across all 
generations of an evolutionary algorithm (i.e., once the simulation outputs are 
written for a given generation, it can maintain a wait state until the next set of 
evaluations arrives from the middleware). The output files are moved back to 
the client workstation as the simulation progresses on the resource side. A 
python/TK real-time visualization tool developed by NCSU then enables 
visualization of the progress of the algorithm on the water distribution network. 
The visualization tool also creates PNG files of various stages of the output.  
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4.7 MULTIPLE GENOME ALIGNMENT ON THE GRID 
 
4.7.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
This application takes a number of genome sequences as input and gives an 
aligned sequence based on their structure by using a pairwise alignment 
algorithm. When run on grids like SURAgrid, carefully designed and grid-
enabled algorithms like this, which implement a memory efficient method for 
computation and are also parallelized efficiently so that the workload is well 
distributed on grids, afford bioinformatics users a performance comparable to 
cluster environments while giving them added flexibility and scalability.  
 
Biological sequence alignment is used to determine the nature of the 
biological relationship among organisms, for example, in finding evolutionary 
information, determining the causes and cures of diseases, and for gathering 
information about a new protein. Multiple genome sequence alignment (where 
several genome sequences are aligned rather than only two) is very important 
for analysis of genome and protein structures — particularly for showing 
relationships among structures being aligned. A significant challenge to 
researchers is the computational requirements to align multiple (more than 
three) sequences of very large size. With Georgia State University’s (GSU) 
core research initiatives in life sciences, and particularly protein structure 
analysis, Dr. Yi Pan, currently GSU Chair Computer Science, and Nova 
Ahmed, as his graduate student, provided a significant contribution in this 
area by deploying a parallelized multiple sequence alignment algorithm 
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application in a grid environment, thus improving computer processing of the 
large sequence lengths typical of genomic and proteomic science.  
 
4.7.2    SURAGRID DEPLOYMENT 
 
Although the parallel algorithm requires inter-processor communication to 
compute multiple aligned sequences, it actually reduces overall computation 
by independently solving and then merging a set of tasks. The new algorithm, 
which was initially designed for a shared memory architecture where it is 
helpful to reduce the memory requirement, did indeed improve performance 
during its initial runs. However, the resulting algorithm and its parallelization is 
also suited to grid environments such as SURAgrid that benefit this type of 
distributed, computationally intensive work. Ahmed’s tests of grid-enabled 
clusters showed comparable performance to that of non-grid-enabled clusters 
(there was negligible overhead from the grid layer services) and a significant 
improvement over older shared memory-type systems. Pan and Ahmed’s 
algorithm can provide very scalable, cost-effective computational performance 
for grid environments, where job submission and scheduling can be easier 
since users don’t need account on every node and can submit multiple jobs at 
one time. 
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Figure 6: 
Parallel load distribution among processors for multiple sequence 
alignment 
 
There were several iterations of testing for both the code and Georgia State 
and SURAgrid’s access management infrastructure components. The end 
result of the collaboration is that Georgia State users run the multiple genome 
alignment application through the integration of their personal identity 
verification into Georgia State’s campus identity management environment, 
which is then leveraged to provide external access to all SURAgrid resources.  
 
To create a local grid certificate, the user sends a request from their official 
campus email and is issued a grid certificate based on their unique 
CampusID. The ACS Certificate Authority (CA) that ACS created and cross-
certified with the SURAgrid Bridge CA (BCA), provides the local user’s 
passport to SURAgrid resources. The cross-certification process enables a 
SURAgrid resource to trust the Georgia State local certificate being presented 
by the user. The user experience is further simplified by Georgia State’s use 
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of the SURAgrid user account system that essentially provides single-sign-on 
access to SURAgrid resources at cross-certified SURAgrid sites. The account 
management system overlays the cross-certification process and empowers 
the SURAgrid User Administrator from Georgia State to easily issue 
SURAgrid user accounts. The user’s Georgia State issued certificate invokes 
the Globus Toolkit that allows Globus, on behalf of the algorithm application, 
to manage the grid services necessary to submit the application’s jobs to 
various SURAgrid resources. 
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4.8 TEXAS TECH TECHGRID 
 
4.8.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The Texas Tech grid project, TechGrid, mission is to integrate the numerous 
and diverse computational, visualization, storage, data, and spare lab desktop 
resources of Texas Tech University into a comprehensive campus cyber 
infrastructure for research and education. The integration of these vast 
resources into TechGrid will enable resource access and sharing on an 
unprecedented scale, while new Web-based and command-line interfaces will 
facilitate new models for utilization and coordination. The goals of rapid 
deployment, adoption, and evolution of TechGrid will enable it to serve as a 
research and teaching computing infrastructure, while also providing a 
platform for grid computing R&D. TechGrid will thus present a unique campus 
environment for knowledge discovery and education. 
 
4.8.2   ABOUT TECHGRID 
 
Texas Tech University grid, TechGrid, developed and deployed in 2002, is a 
comprehensive cyber infrastructure project to bring a distributed-knowledge 
environment to Texas Tech research and education. TechGrid consists of 600 
Windows and Linux PC's donated from various parts of campus to share 
spare computational cycles while the donated resources are not being used. 
The grid software used to integrate these compute resources together is 
called Condor. Condor is a grid middleware package developed by the 
University of Wisconsin. During the past five years, TechGrid has helped 
facilitate the massive computing needs of research projects involving 
computational chemistry, bioinformatics, biology, physics, mathematics, 
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engineering, and business statistical analysis. Additionally, TechGrid has 
been instrumental in teaching distributed and grid computing in the Texas 
Tech Advanced Technology Learning Center, Texas Tech Teaching Learning 
and Technology Center, Texas Tech Jerry Rawls School of Business, Texas 
Tech Computer Science department as well as the Texas Tech Mathematics 
and Statistics department.   
 
The goal of the TechGrid project is to enable significant advances in scientific 
discovery and to foster innovative educational programs. TechGrid will 
integrate and simplify the usage of the diverse computational, storage, 
visualization, and some data resources of Texas Tech to facilitate new, 
powerful paradigms for research and education. The project will serve as a 
model for other campuses wishing to develop an integrated cyber 
infrastructure for research and education.  
 
4.8.3   MIDDLEWARE 
 
The grid distributes a compute job among compute nodes within the grid 
using grid middleware as the means to facilitate distributed computing.  The 
name of the grid middleware is Condor. 
  
What is Condor?  
Condor is a specialized workload management system for compute-intensive 
jobs. Like other full-featured batch systems, Condor provides a job queuing 
mechanism, scheduling policy, priority scheme, resource monitoring, and 
resource management. Users submit their serial or parallel jobs to Condor, 
Condor places them into a queue, chooses when and where to run the jobs 
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based upon a policy, carefully monitors their progress, and ultimately informs 
the user upon completion.  
 
While providing functionality similar to that of a more traditional batch queuing 
system, Condor's novel architecture allows it to succeed in areas where 
traditional scheduling systems fail. Condor can be used to manage a cluster 
of dedicated compute nodes (such as a "Beowulf" cluster). In addition, unique 
mechanisms enable Condor to effectively harness wasted CPU power from 
otherwise idle desktop workstations. For instance, Condor can be configured 
to only use desktop machines where the keyboard and mouse are idle. 
Should Condor detect that a machine is no longer available (such as a key 
press detected), in many circumstances Condor is able to transparently 
produce a checkpoint and migrate a job to a different machine which would 
otherwise be idle. Condor does not require a shared file system across 
machines — if no shared file system is available, Condor can transfer the 
job's data files on behalf of the user, or Condor may be able to transparently 
redirect all the job's I/O requests back to the submit machine. As a result, 
Condor can be used to seamlessly combine all of an organization's 
computational power into one resource.  
 
Definitions, Components, and Software tools 
 
Definitions 
 
1. Grid Zone: is a department or lab associated with a campus department 
that has volunteered resources to be used by the grid. 
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2. Grid Zone Administrator: a person who is responsible for the grid zone in 
their individual departments. 
 
3. Campus Grid Administrator: a person who is responsible for the 
maintenance, upkeep, and operation of the grid, HPCC grid research, grid 
training, and interfacing with the general computing user base to supply grid 
based and High Performance Computing support and services to the Texas 
Tech campus community.  
 
4.  Grid Node: is an individual computer within a Grid Zone that contributes 
compute cycles to the grid.  
 
5. Grid Attribute: individual settings such as permissions, performance, or 
scheduling mechanism that can be controlled by the Grid Administrator.  
 
6. Bootstrap Server: is the central grid server responsible for controlling grid 
functions and job management.  
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Components 
 
 
 
Figure 7: 
Job distribution on TechGrid. 
 
 
Applications 
 
Applications on the TechGrid include:  
The Porth code was provided by Dr. Chris Monico and grid-enabled to run on 
TechGrid. The code used several thousand CPU hours to look for prime 
numbers from sieved candidates. 
The Partial Differential Equation grid project of Dr. Sandro Manservisi was 
grid-enabled and used 1200 CPU hours.  
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4.9 WHITE ROSE GRID 
 
4.9.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The White Rose Grid (WRG) e-Science Centre brings together those 
researchers from the Yorkshire region who are engaged in e-Science 
activities and through these in the development of Grid technology. The 
initiative focuses on building, expanding and exploiting the emerging IT 
infrastructure, the Grid, which employs many components to create a 
collaborative environment for research computing in the region. 
 
The White Rose Grid (WRG) at Leeds also hosts one of the four core nodes 
of the National Grid Service (NGS), which offers a production quality grid 
service for use by UK academia. (The other nodes are at CCLRC-RAL, 
Oxford, and Manchester.) 
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Figure 8: 
The White Rose Grid 
 
4.9.2    COMPONENTS AND SOFTWARE/TOOLKITS 
 
The White Rose Grid comprises five large compute nodes of which three are 
located at the University of Leeds, one at the University of Sheffield and one 
at the University of York. It offers a heterogeneous computing environment 
based on Sun Microsystems multiprocessor computers, and Intel Xeon and 
AMD Opteron based systems built by Streamline Computing. These nodes 
are interconnected by the network managed by YHMAN. 
 The Leeds Grid Node 1 is a constellation of shared-memory systems 
based on Sun Fire 6800 and V880 systems configured with 
UltraSPARC III Cu 900MHz processors and large physical memory 
(32GB).  
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 The Leeds Grid Node 2 comprises two Linux clusters based on 2.2 & 
2.4 GHz Intel Xeon processors interconnected with Myrinet 2000 
networks, and in total delivering 292 CPUs.  
 The Leeds Grid Node 3 comprises Sun Microsystems? Sun Fire V40z 
and V20z servers with dual-core AMD Opteron processors supplied by 
Esteem Systems and integrated by Streamline Computing. Seven of 
these (V40z) comprise four 2.2 GHz dual-core processors configured 
with 192 GB memory. Eighty seven V20z servers are interconnected 
with a Myrinet network; each of these comprises two 2.0 GHz dual-core 
processors sharing in total 0.7 TB of distributed memory across 348 
processor cores. The system runs the Linux (64-bit SuSE) operating 
system.  
 The Leeds Nodes are connected to 12 TB SAN storage and two EMC 
Centera disk-based archiving systems set up to provide 12TB of 
archive space to users. Sun HPC ClusterTools, Sun Forte Developer 
software and Sun Grid Engine Enterprise Edition are installed on all 
systems.  
 The 160 processor WRG Sheffield node has been supplied by Sun 
Microsystems and integrated by Streamline Computing. Eighty of these 
2.4GHz AMD Opteron processors are 4-way nodes with 16GB main 
memory coupled by a Myrinet network; the remaining eighty nodes are 
2-way nodes with 4GB main memory.  
 At Sheffieled there is also a Tier-2 GridPP node supporting the particle 
physics grid. This system is configured with 160 processors in 2-way 
nodes, and it runs 64-bit Scientific Linux, which is Redhat based.  
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 The York Node includes two Beowulf type clusters, one (24 machine 
cluster; each providing two 2.4GHz dual core processors and 8 GB 
memory) in total offering 96 processor cores, 192 GB memory and 4.8 
TB local scratch space; and the other which comprises 3 large memory 
nodes, each consisting of four 2.4 GHz dual core processors (8 cores 
per machine) and 8GB memory, in total delivering 24 processor cores 
configured with 96GB memory and 0.9 local scratch space. All these 
nodes are connected into a 10GB/s infinipath network for fast file 
access. In addition the cluster nodes are able to use this network for 
very low latency <2  MPI applications. Over 9TB of backed up storage 
is provided for users on SATA drive arrays and a 1 TB networked 
scratch space on f/c arrays.  
WRG systems support applications written in FORTRAN, C, and C++, 
implementing parallelism through MPI or OpenMP. A couple of the Sun Fire 
V880s serve the open source Grid Portal, which interoperates with Globus 
middleware and Sun Grid Engine Enterprise Edition. 
 
Furthermore, at the University of Leeds there is also the Virtual Environments 
Laboratory which comprises a T.A.N. 3D Holobench, SGI Onyx2 with 
interactive devices and projectors. Also a recently acquired visualisation node 
is available at Leeds for WRG researchers.  
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4.9.2 APPLICATIONS 
 
 
CARMEN is a 4-year EPSRC funded e-Science Pilot Project involving 11 
Universities and 19 Investigators. It aims to use grid technologies to enable 
experimenters in neurophysiology to archive their datasets in a structure, 
making them widely accessible for computational modelers and algorithm 
developers to exploit. The project will provide integrated and coordinated 
services for the neuroscience data, enabling neuronal signal detection, sorting 
and analysis, as well as visualisation and modeling. Furthermore it will enable 
direct near real-time analysis of streamed experimental data, providing 
information to distributed teams of specialists that will allow difficult 
experiments to be optimised.  
 
COLAB is a joint research project of the Universities of Leeds (UK) and 
Beihang in Beijing (China) co-led by Profs J Xu (Leeds) and J Huai (Beihang), 
and managed by the EPSRC White Rose Grid e-Science Centre established 
between Universities of Leeds, York and Sheffield. The project relates to the 
CROWN (China Research environment Over Wide-area Network) grid 
middleware system originally developed at Beihang University. Two sub-
groups research the areas of Fault and Attack Tolerance, and Fault Injection-
based Evaluation. Amongst other topics they investigate the provision of 
topologically aware fault and intrusion tolerance in grid systems as well as the 
provision of revised fault models for grid applications.  
 
Grid-FIT (Grid-Fault Injection Technology) is a fault injector that utilizes 
network level fault injection to assess grid systems. Grid-FIT has been 
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implemented specifically to test SOAP based web services systems and 
Globus systems.  
 
Integrative Biology addresses two key problems in medicine today: the 
causes of cardiac failure and cancer tumours. Scientists are developing multi-
scale models (from cells to whole organs) to help understand these problems. 
The size and complexity of the models demands significant compute power, 
and so this project brings together scientists and Grid computing experts. The 
project is being led by the University of Oxford and involves partners across 
the world, including the USA and New Zealand. Our contribution is in the area 
of computational steering and visualization, and is led by Professor Ken 
Brodlie and Dr James Handley.  
 
The MoSeS (Modeling and Simulation for e-social Science) project is 
undertaken by the National Centre for e-Social Science node at the University 
of Leeds. The objective of this project is to develop representation of the 
entire UK population as individuals and households, together with a package 
of modeling tools which allows specific research and policy questions to be 
addressed.  
 
The Scientific e-Communities Architecture (SeCA) project focuses on the 
design and evaluation of a novel Collaborative e-Science Architecture and its 
application, in the first instance to combustion chemistry. The project exploits 
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technologies for supporting this scientific community 
model and a grid-based workgroup architecture for providing access to large 
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computation and data resources. There are a number of challenges in 
realising the vision, for example, effective P2P resource discovery.  
 
DAME (Distributed Aircraft Maintenance Environment), led by Prof Austin 
of York, was a major (£3.5m) e-Science project, which has developed a 
generic test-bed for distributed diagnostics. The application demonstrator built 
within the project offers a distributed maintenance environment motivated by 
the needs of Rolls Royce and its information system partner, Data Systems 
and Solutions.  
 
The e-Demand project was supported by the Leeds and Durham Grid 
consortium, which includes experts from both academia and industry. The 
project has developed a demand-led and service-centric architecture for 
building complex but dependable and secure Grid applications based on the 
notion of ultra-late binding, dynamically bound service components, combined 
with atomic actions as a powerful control abstraction.  
 
GEMSS (Grid-enabled Medical Simulation Services) is funded by the EU 
FP5 programme and is concerned with creating an environment in which 
computationally demanding tools native to the Health-Care sector can be 
made available to a wide spectrum of users. The goal is to provide a 
transparently accessible health computing resource suited to solving 
problems of large magnitude, with the end user having no awareness of the 
Grid computing platform(s). The project will evaluate the viability of this 
approach through several sample applications, including maxillo-facial surgery 
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planning, neuro-surgery support, medical image reconstruction, radiosurgery 
planning and lung/cardiovascular simulations — the latter two have their base 
in Sheffield (Medical Physics)  
 
GOSPEL, led by Professor M Berzins of Leeds University, and carried out in 
collaboration with Shell Research, has brought together advanced 
visualization, problem-solving environments, and computational techniques to 
create a Grid based workbench for the computational modeling of lubricants. 
 
myGrid will design, develop and demonstrate higher level functionalities over 
an existing Grid infrastructure that support scientists in making use of complex 
distributed resources. The project will develop a virtual laboratory workbench 
that will serve the life sciences community.  
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4.10 GRID IN NEWYORK STATE 
 
4.10.1    INTRODUCTION 
 
The Cyberinfrastructure Laboratory designed and deployed a Buffalo-based 
grid (ACDC-Grid) and a Western New York Grid (WNY Grid) before branching 
out to create a Grid involving institutions throughout New York State. This 
statewide Grid  includes resources from a variety of institutions and is 
available in a simple and seamless fashion to users worldwide. This statewide 
Grid contains a heterogeneous set of resources and utilizes general-purpose 
IP networks [62, 63, 64, 65]. A major feature of this grid is that it integrates a 
computational grid (compute clusters that have the ability to cooperate in 
serving the user) with a data grid (storage devices that are similarly available 
to the user) so that the user may deploy computationally intensive 
applications that read or write large volumes of data files in a very simple 
fashion. In particular, this statewide Grid was designed so that the user does 
not need to know where data files are physically stored or where the 
application is physically deployed, while providing the user with easy access 
to their files in terms of uploading, downloading, editing, viewing, and so on.  
 
The core infrastructure for this Grid encompassing institutions throughout New 
York State includes the installation of standard grid middleware and the use of 
an active Web portal for deploying applications. Several key packages were 
used in the implementation of NYS Grid and other packages have been 
identified in order to allow for the anticipated expansion of the system. The 
Globus Toolkit provides APIs and tools using the Java SDK to simplify the 
development of OGSI-compliant services and clients. It supplies database 
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services and Monitoring & Discovery System index services implemented in 
Java, GRAM service implemented in C with a Java wrapper, GridFTP 
services implemented in C, and a full set of Globus Toolkit components. The 
recently proposed Web Service-Resource Framework provides the concepts 
and interfaces developed by the OGSI specification exploiting the Web 
services architecture.  
 
This statewide Grid represents the next Grid in an evolution from an 
experimental Buffalo-based grid that involved a variety of independently run 
organizations at SUNY-Buffalo, as well as other local institutions, including 
Buffalo State College, the Hauptman-Woodward Medical Research Institute, 
and Canisius College to a persistent and hardened heterogeneous Western 
New York Grid that includes Niagara University, Geneseo State College, the 
Hauptman-Woodward Medical Research Institute, and SUNY-Buffalo. This 
Grid that includes institutions throughout New York State provides a variety of 
applications in order to support the users at the affiliated institutions, other 
users in New York State, as well as users from Open Science Grid.  
 
4.10.2    MIDDLEWARE EFFORTS 
 
The New York State Portal. which was derived from the ACDC-Grid Portal, 
provides access to a dozen or so compute-intensive software packages, large 
data storage devices, and the ability to submit applications to a variety of grids 
containing tens of thousands of processors. Our Grid Portal integrates several 
software packages and toolkits in order to produce a robust system that can 
be used to host a wide variety of scientific and engineering applications. 
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Specifically, our portal is constructed using the Apache HTTP server, HTML, 
Java and PHP scripting, PHPMyAdmin, MDS/GRIS/GIIS from the Globus 
Toolkit, OpenLDAP, WSDL, and related open source software that interfaces 
with a MySQL database.  
 
Our Grid Portal provides a single-point of access to our statewide Grid for 
those users who want to concentrate on their disciplinary research and 
scholarship and do not want to be burdened with low-level details of utilizing a 
Grid. Applications are typically ported to the Grid Portal through our Grid-
Enabling Application Templates, which provide developers with a template for 
porting a fairly traditional science or engineering application to our Grid-based 
Web Portal. This approach provides the developer with access to various 
databases, APIs, PHP scripts, HTML files, shell scripts, and so on, in order to 
provide a common platform to port applications and for users to efficiently 
utilize such applications. The generic template for developing an application 
provides a well-defined standard scientific application workflow for a Grid 
application. This workflow includes a variety of functions that include data grid 
interactions, intermediate processing, job specification, job submission, 
collection of results, run-time status, and so forth. The template provides a 
flexible methodology that promotes efficient porting and utilization of scientific 
routines. It also provides a systematic approach for allowing users to take 
advantage of sophisticated applications by storing critical application and user 
information in a MySQL database. Most applications have been ported to our 
Grid Portal within 1-2 weeks.  
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Our lightweight Grid Monitoring software is used to monitor resources from a 
variety of Grids, including the statewide Grid, Western New York Grid, Open 
Science Grid, Open Science Grid Testbed, and TeraGrid, to name a few. With 
production Grids still in their infancy, the ability to efficiently and effectively 
monitor a grid is important for users and administrators. Our Grid Monitoring 
System runs a variety of scripts continually, stores information in a MySQL 
database, and displays the information in an easy to digest and navigate Grid 
Dashboard. The Dashboard is served by an Apache Server and is written in 
Java and PHP scripts. It provides a display that consists of a radial plot in the 
center of the main page that presents an overview of an available Grid, 
surrounded by histograms and other visual cues that present critical statistics. 
By clicking on any of these individual components, the user can drill down for 
more details on the information in question. These drilldown presentations 
include dynamic and interactive representations of current and historical 
information. For example, a user or administrator can easily determine the 
number of jobs running or queued on every system of any available Grid, the 
amount of data being added or removed from nodes on a grid, as well as a 
wealth of current and historical information pertaining to the individual nodes, 
Grids, or virtual organizations on an available Grid. Our work contributes to 
the widespread monitoring initiative in the distributed computing community 
that includes NetLogger, GridRM, Ganglia, and Network Weather Service, to 
name a few.  
 
Our Grid Operations Dashboard was designed to provide discovery, 
diagnosis, and the opportunity for rapid publication and repair of critical issues 
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to grid administrators. The operational status of a given resource is 
determined by its ability to support a wide variety of Grid services, which 
Prescott typically refers to as site functional tests. Tests are performed 
regularly and sequentially in order to verify an every more complex set of 
services on a node. These results are reported in our Operations Dashboard 
in an easy to read chart.  
 
The development of data storage solutions for the Grid and the integration of 
such solutions into Grid Portals is critical to the success of heterogeneous 
production-level Grids that incorporate high-end computing, storage, 
visualization, sensors, and instruments. Data grids typically house and serve 
data to grid users by providing virtualization services to effectively manage 
data in the storage network. The Storage Resource Broker is an example of 
such a system. Our Intelligent Migrator, currently being integrated into our 
Grid Portal, represents an effort to provide a scalable and robust data service 
to the users of this statewide Grid. The Intelligent Migrator examines and 
models user utilization patterns in an effort to make efficient use of limited 
storage so that the performance of our physical data grid and the services 
provided to our computational grid are significantly enhanced. Our integrated 
Data Grid provides users with seamless access to their files, which may be 
distributed across multiple storage devices. Our system implements data 
virtualization and a simple storage element installation procedure that 
provides a scalable and robust system to the users. In addition, our system 
provides a set of on-line tools for the users so that they may maintain and 
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utilize their data while not having to be burdened with details of physical 
storage location.  
 
4.10.3 APPLICATIONS 
 
 
The Cyberinfrastructure Laboratory has enabled the successful porting and 
implementation of numerous applications to this statewide Grid.  
 Shake-and-Bake(SnB) — Molecular Structure Determination 
Application  
 Buffalo-and-Pittsburgh (BnP) — SnB and PHASES Complete Protein 
Phasing  
 Ostrich — Optimization and Parameter Estimation Tool for 
Groundwater Modeling  
 Aseismic Design & Retrofit (EADR) — Passive Energy Dissipation 
System for Designing Earthquake Resilient Structures  
 Princeton Ocean Model Great Lakes (POMGL) — Great Lakes 
Hydrodynamic Circulation Model  
 Titan — Computational Modeling of Hazardous Geophysical Mass 
Flows  
 Chem — Commercial Quantum Chemistry Software Package  
 NWChem — Computational Chemistry Software Package developed 
and maintained by DOE  
 Split — Modeling Groundwater Flow with the Analytic Element Method  
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5.1    INTRODUCTION 
 
Grid applications can, in principle, be constructed directly by using only low 
level mechanisms such as the Internet protocol or the Open Grid Services 
Infrastructure. However this task is similar to that of developing conventional 
applications using assembly language: laborious, error prone, and inflexible. 
We require higher level tools that provide more sophisticated abstractions of 
grid architecture, perhaps specialized to particular application domains. There 
are various software tools available to develop various grid applications. This 
chapter covers documentation of three grid software namely vgrid, globus 
toolkit 3.0 and Sun N1 grid engine. 
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5.2    VGRID 
 
5.2.1    INTRODUCTION 
 
Vgrid is a grid computing system that allows to connect computers to share 
their computing power and form a virtual supercomputer. The computers may 
be common business computers and they might be connected by widely 
available networks like LANs or the internet. Of course it does not matter if 
you use one or more powerful computers or high speed connections. 
 
Vgrid may be used in different scenarios. If you have some computers 
connected by intra net (E.g. your company or institute) you may install a vgrid 
plodder program on each of your computers and a server on one of the 
machines. You may then deploy tasks on the server and all your computers 
that are running at the moment would start executing these tasks in the 
background.  
 
Another scenario would be to set up a server that can be accessed over the 
internet. Then you would have to find as many volunteers that agree to 
provide their computers as plodders for your tasks. Existing grids of that kind 
are seti@home or the zeta grid project. Using vgrid for such a program has 
the benefit that no extra programs have to be written concerning the 
organization of the grid. All you have to think about would be how to 
implement your problem as vgrid task.  
 
Vgrid is a server centric grid computing system. That means that all tasks that 
have to be evaluated will have to be sent to a single server. This server 
redistributed the tasks to the computers where the actual execution takes 
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place. Finished tasks are sent back to the server where they can be retrieved 
from the original dispenser. 
 
Vgrid is written in Java. It requires that the tasks that have to be executed are 
also written in Java. This ensures platform independence for the execution of 
tasks. 
 
5.2.2    FEATURES 
 
 Does not depend on the usage of very fast computers or networks. 
(Although it is no disadvantage if you use powerful computers and fast 
networks)  
 platform independent by the use of the java virtual machine.  
 No extra license costs. Is open source and uses open source 
components.  
 Simple interface to make your application runnable in the grid.  
 No extra configuration of firewalls because vgrid uses the HTTP protocol 
for communication.  
5.2.3    COMPONENTS 
 
The three main components of the vgrid system are: the server, the plodder(s) 
and the dispenser. 
 
The dispenser creates tasks dispenses them to the server and polls for 
finished tasks. If a dispenser finds a finished task on the server it retrieves it. If 
it retrieved all tasks it has dispensed before an event is triggered that usually 
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prepares the results of the tasks in a way that they can be used for further 
analyze (E.g. writes them to a cvs file or into a database.) 
 
The plodder is a program that does the actual execution of tasks. It should be 
installed on as many computers as possible. The plodder requests the server 
for unfinished tasks executes them and sends them back. 
 
The server is responsible for the correct distribution of tasks to/from plodders 
and dispensers. 
 
 
Figure 1: 
Vgrid architecture 
 
5.2.4    TASK 
The central data structure of the vgrid system is the task. Actually the task is 
an interface that has to be implemented. If you use vgrid the implementation 
of a task should be the only coding that you have to do. 
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In order for a task to be executed within the grid it has to fulfill the following 
requirements: 
 Stepwise execution must lead to a finite state.  
 The task must be serealizable in order to be transported to the plodder.  
 
5.2.5    TASK STATES 
 
 
If a task is being executed it passes through the following states: 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: 
Vgrid task states 
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States 
UF unfinished Task is not executed at all or before termination. 
F finished Task indicated that it is finished during execution. 
E erroneous An error occurred during execution. 
R requested The task was requested from a plodder but did not yet return. 
 
Transitions 
dispense The dispenser sends an unfinished task to the server. 
Request The plodder requests an unfinished task or the dispenser requests a finished or erroneous task. 
Timeout The max execution time was exceeded. The task is sent back to the server. 
Execute The task is executed by repeatedly calling the takeOneStep() method. 
Finished The task signals the plodder that it is finished. The task is sent back to the server. 
Error An error occurred during execution of the task. 
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5.2.6    VGRID SERVER 
The server welcome page. 
 
 
Figure 3: 
Vgrid server 
 
5.2.7    VGRID PLODDER 
 
The GUI Plodder. 
 
 
Figure 4: 
Vgrid plodder 
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5.3    GLOBUS TOOLKIT 3.0 
 
The globus toolkit is the most widely utilized and explored infrastructure for 
grid middleware development, worldwide, among grid practitioners. The 
software is utilized by number of worldwide technology initiatives, including 
utility based computing, IBM’s business on demand computing, virtualized 
resource sharing and distributed job schedulers. 
 
The globus toolkit architecture is a combination of 
 GT3 Core 
 Based services 
 User defined services 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: 
Globus toolkit architecture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hosting Environment 
Web Service Engine 
Grid Service Container 
User defined services 
OGSI Reference Implementation Security Infrastructure 
Base Services 
System level services 
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The GT3 Core forms the basic building blocks for grid services. This core 
consist of: 
1. OGSI reference implementation. Provides OGSI defined interfaces, 
and grid behaviors. This implementation enables interoperability with 
the web service engine and hosting platforms. Tools provided with 
this implementation infrastructure assists us with grid services 
creation. 
2. Security infrastructure. Provides the basic grid security, including 
message and transport level protection, end to end mutual 
authentication, and authorization. This security framework is working 
in conjunction with the WS-security specifications. 
3. System level services. Includes logging services, administrative 
services, handle resolver services, routing services, and other 
important complimenting services. These services are built on the 
top of the OGSI reference implementation and security 
implementation. They provide system level services available to 
other OGSI services for better manageability and customization. 
 
The higher level base services are built on the top of the GT3 core. Some of 
the services provided by the GT3 base are information services, data 
management services, and job execution services. 
 
User defined services are application level services that are created to exploit 
the OGSI reference implementations and security infrastructure. These 
services may in turn work with other high level services to provide an 
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improved collective behavior related to resource management. Some such 
services include meta schedulers, resource allocation managers, and 
collaborative monitoring services. 
 
This GT3 software introduces the notion of a grid service container, which 
forms an abstract notion of a runtime environment. This runtime environment 
provides capabilities for grid service persistence management, lifecycle 
management and instance management. We call this container “abstract” 
because the real functionality implementation is likely to be using some 
existing hosting environment capabilities. For example, a service implemented 
as EJB may have a lifecycle managed by the J2EE EJB container. The 
current GT3 container is implemented on a J2SE/J2EE Web container.  
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5.4    SUN N1 GRID 6.1 
 
5.4.1    INTRODUCTION 
 
A grid is a collection of computing resources that perform tasks. In its simplest 
form, a grid appears to users as a large system that provides a single point of 
access to powerful distributed resources. In its more complex form, which is 
explained later in this section, a grid can provide many access points to users. 
In all cases, users treat the grid as a single computational resource. 
Resource management software such as N1 Grid Engine 6.1 software (grid 
engine software) accepts jobs submitted by users. The software uses 
resource management policies to schedule jobs to be run on appropriate 
systems in the grid. Users can submit millions of jobs at a time without being 
concerned about where the jobs run. 
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5.4.2    THREE CLASSES OF GRID 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: 
Three Classes of Grids 
 
No two grids are alike. One size does not fit all situations. The three key 
classes of grids, which scale from single systems to supercomputer-class 
compute farms that use thousands of processors, are as follows: 
 Cluster grids are the simplest class. Cluster grids are made up of a 
set of computer hosts that work together. A cluster grid provides a single 
point of access to users in a single project or a single department. 
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 Campus grids enable multiple projects or departments within an 
organization to share computing resources. Organizations can use 
campus grids to handle a variety of tasks, from cyclical business 
processes to rendering, data mining, and more. 
 Global grids are a collection of campus grids that cross organizational 
boundaries to create very large virtual systems. Users have access to 
compute power that far exceeds resources that are available within their 
own organization. 
Figure shows the three classes of grids. In the cluster grid, a user's job is 
handled by only one of the systems within the cluster. However, the user's 
cluster grid might be part of the more complex campus grid, and the campus 
grid might be part of the largest global grid. In such cases, the user's job can 
be handled by any member execution host that is located anywhere in the 
world. 
 
N1 Grid Engine 6.1 software provides the power and flexibility required for 
campus grids. The product is useful for existing cluster grids because it 
facilitates a smooth transition to creating a campus grid. The grid engine 
system effects this transition by consolidating all existing cluster grids on the 
campus. In addition, the grid engine system is a good start for an enterprise 
campus that is moving to the grid computing model for the first time. 
 
The grid engine software orchestrates the delivery of computational power 
that is based on enterprise resource policies set by the organization's 
technical and management staff. The grid engine system uses these policies 
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to examine the available computational resources within the campus grid. The 
system gathers these resources and then allocates and delivers resources 
automatically, optimizing usage across the campus grid. 
 
To enable cooperation within the campus grid, project owners who use the 
grid must do the following: 
 Negotiate policies 
 Develop flexible policies for manual overrides for unique project  
     requirements 
 Automatically monitor and enforce the policies 
The grid engine software can mediate among the entitlements of many 
departments and projects that are competing for computational resources. 
 
5.4.3    MANAGING WORKLOAD 
 
The grid engine system is an advanced resource management tool for 
heterogeneous distributed computing environments. Workload management 
means that the use of shared resources is controlled to best achieve an 
enterprise's goals such as productivity, timeliness, level-of-service, and so 
forth. Workload management is accomplished through managing resources 
and administering policies. Sites configure the system to maximize usage and 
throughput, while the system supports varying levels of timeliness and 
importance. Job deadlines are instances of timeliness. Job priority and user 
share are instances of importance. 
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The grid engine software provides advanced resource management and 
policy administration for UNIX environments that are composed of multiple 
shared resources. The grid engine system is superior to standard load 
management tools with respect to the following major capabilities: 
 Innovative dynamic scheduling and resource management that enables 
     the grid  engine software to enforce site-specific management polices. 
 Dynamic collection of performance data to provide the scheduler with 
     up-to-the-minute job-level resource consumption and system load 
     information. 
 Availability of enhanced security by way of Certificate Security 
     Protocol (CSP)-based encryption. Instead of transferring messages in 
     clear text, the messages in this more secure system are encrypted with 
     a secret key. 
 High-level policy administration for the definition and implementation of 
     enterprise goals such as productivity, timeliness, and level-of-service. 
The grid engine software provides users with the means to submit 
computationally demanding tasks to the grid for transparent distribution of the 
associated workload. Users can submit batch jobs, interactive jobs, and 
parallel jobs to the grid. For the administrator, the software provides 
comprehensive tools for monitoring and controlling jobs. 
 
The product also supports checkpointing programs. Checkpointing jobs 
migrate from workstation to workstation without user intervention on load 
demand. 
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5.4.4    HOW THE SYSTEM OPERATES 
 
The grid engine system does all of the following: 
 Accepts jobs from the outside world. Jobs are users' requests for 
     computer   resources 
 Puts jobs in a holding area until the jobs can be run 
 Sends jobs from the holding area to an execution device 
 Manages running jobs 
 Logs the record of job execution when the jobs are finished 
5.4.5    MATCHING RESOURCES TO REQUESTS 
As an analogy, imagine a large “money-center” bank in one of the world's 
capital cities. In the bank's lobby are dozens of customers waiting to be 
served. Each customer has different requirements. One customer wants to 
withdraw a small amount of money from his account. Arriving just after him is 
another customer, who has an appointment with one of the bank's investment 
specialists. She wants advice before she undertakes a complicated venture. 
Another customer in front of the first two customers wants to apply for a large 
loan, as do the eight customers in front of her. 
Different customers with different needs require different types of service and 
different levels of service from the bank. Perhaps the bank on this particular 
day has many employees who can handle the one customer's simple 
withdrawal of money from his account. But at the same time the bank has only 
one or two loan officers available to help the many loan applicants. On 
another day, the situation might be reversed. 
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The effect is that customers must wait for service unnecessarily. Many of the 
customers could receive immediate service if only their needs were 
immediately recognized and then matched to available resources. 
If the grid engine system were the bank manager, the service would be 
organized differently. 
 On entering the bank lobby, customers would be asked to declare their 
     name, their affiliations, and their service needs. 
 Each customer's time of arrival would be recorded. 
 Based on the information that the customers provided in the lobby, the 
     bank would serve the following customers:  
o Customers whose needs match suitable and immediately 
          available resources. 
o Customers whose requirements have the highest priority. 
o Customers who were waiting in the lobby for the longest time. 
 In a “grid engine system bank,” one bank employee might be able to 
     help several customers at the same time. The grid engine system 
     would try to assign new customers to the least-loaded and most- 
     suitable bank employee. 
 As bank manager, the grid engine system would allow the bank to 
     define service policies. Typical service policies might be the following:  
o To provide preferential service to commercial customers 
          because those customers generate more profit. 
o To make sure a certain customer group is served well, because  
           those  customers have received bad service so far. 
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o To ensure that customers with an appointment get a timely 
           response. 
o To prefer a certain customer on direct demand of a bank 
          executive. 
 Such policies would be implemented, monitored, and adjusted 
     automatically by a grid engine system manager. Customers with 
     preferential access would be served sooner. Such customers would 
     receive more attention from employees, whose assistance those  
     customers must share with other customers. The grid engine manager  
     would recognize if the customers do not make progress. The manager 
     would immediately respond by adjusting service levels in order to 
     comply with the bank's service policies. 
5.4.6    JOBS AND QUEUES 
In a grid engine system, jobs correspond to bank customers. Jobs wait in a 
computer holding area instead of a lobby. Queues, which provide services for 
jobs, correspond to bank employees. As in the case of bank customers, the 
requirements of each job, such as available memory, execution speed, 
available software licenses, and similar needs, can be very different. Only 
certain queues might be able to provide the corresponding service. 
To continue the analogy, the grid engine software arbitrates available 
resources and job requirements in the following way: 
 A user who submits a job through the grid engine system declares a  
     requirement profile for the job. In addition, the system retrieves the  
     identity of the user. The system also retrieves the user's affiliation with  
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     projects or user groups. The time that the user submitted the job is also 
     stored. 
 The moment that a queue is available to run a new job, the grid engine 
     system determines what are the suitable jobs for the queue. The  
     system immediately dispatches the job that has either the highest  
     priority or the longest waiting time. 
 Queues allow concurrent execution of many jobs. The grid engine  
     system tries to start new jobs in the least-loaded and most-suitable  
     queue. 
5.4.7    USAGE POLICIES 
 
The administrator of a cluster can define high-level usage policies that are 
customized according to whatever is appropriate for the site. Four usage 
policies are available: 
 Urgency. Using this policy, each job's priority is based on an urgency 
     value.  The urgency value is derived from the job's resource 
     requirements, the job's deadline specification, and how long the job  
     waits before it is run. 
 Functional. Using this policy, an administrator can provide special 
     treatment because of a user's or a job's affiliation with a certain user 
     group, project, and so forth. 
 Share-based. Under this policy, the level of service depends on an  
     assigned share entitlement, the corresponding shares of other users 
     and user groups, the past usage of resources by all users, and the 
     current presence of users within the system. 
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 Override. This policy requires manual intervention by the cluster  
     administrator, who modifies the automated policy implementation. 
Policy management automatically controls the use of shared resources in the 
cluster to best achieve the goals of the administration. High-priority jobs are 
dispatched preferentially. Such jobs receive higher CPU entitlements if the 
jobs compete for resources with other jobs. The grid engine software monitors 
the progress of all jobs and adjusts their relative priorities correspondingly and 
with respect to the goals defined in the policies. 
Using Tickets to Administer Policies 
 
The functional, share-based, and override policies are defined through a grid 
engine system concept that is called tickets. You might compare tickets to 
shares of a public company's stock. The more stock shares that you own, the 
more important you are to the company. If shareholder A owns twice as many 
shares as shareholder B, A also has twice the votes of B. Therefore 
shareholder A is twice as important to the company. Similarly, the more 
tickets that a job has, the more important the job is. If job A has twice the 
tickets of job B, job A is entitled to twice the resource usage of job B. 
Jobs can retrieve tickets from the functional, share-based, and override 
policies. The total number of tickets, as well as the number retrieved from 
each ticket policy, often changes over time. 
The administrator controls the number of tickets that are allocated to each 
ticket policy in total. Just as ticket allocation does for jobs, this allocation 
determines the relative importance of the ticket policies among each other. 
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Through the ticket pool that is assigned to particular ticket policies, the 
administration can run a grid engine system in different ways. For example, 
the system can run in a share-based mode only. Or the system can run in a 
combination of modes, for example, 90% share-based and 10% functional.  
Using the Urgency Policy to Assign Job Priority 
 
The urgency policy can be used in combination with two other job priority 
specifications: 
 The number of tickets assigned by the functional, share-based, and  
     override policies 
 A priority value specified by the qsub –p command 
A job can be assigned an urgency value, which is derived from three sources: 
 The job's resource requirements 
 The length of time a job must wait before the job runs 
 The time at which a job must finish running, that is, the job's deadline 
The administrator can separately weight the importance of each of these 
sources in order to arrive at a job's overall urgency value.  
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Figure 7: 
Correlation Among Policies in a Grid Engine System 
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5.4.8    GRID ENGINE SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
The following sections explain the functions of the most important grid engine 
system components. 
Hosts 
Four types of hosts are fundamental to the grid engine system: 
 Master host 
 Execution hosts 
 Administration hosts 
 Submit hosts 
Master Host 
The master host is central to the overall cluster activity. The master host runs 
the master daemon sge_qmaster and the scheduler daemon sge_schedd. 
Both daemons control all grid engine system components, such as queues 
and jobs. The daemons maintain tables about the status of the components, 
user access permissions, and the like. 
By default, the master host is also an administration host and a submit host.  
Execution Hosts 
Execution hosts are systems that have permission to execute jobs. Therefore 
execution hosts have queue instances attached to them. Execution hosts run 
the execution daemon sge_execd. 
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Administration Hosts 
Administration hosts are hosts that have permission to carry out any kind of 
administrative activity for the grid engine system. 
Submit Hosts 
Submit hosts enable users to submit and control batch jobs only. In 
particular, a user who is logged in to a submit host can submit jobs with the 
qsub command, can monitor the job status with the qstat command, and can 
use the grid engine system OSF/1 Motif graphical user interface QMON, 
which is described in QMON, the Grid Engine System's Graphical User 
Interface. 
A system can act as more than one type of host. 
Daemons 
Three daemons provide the functionality of the grid engine system. 
sge_qmaster – The Master Daemon 
The center of the cluster's management and scheduling activities, 
sge_qmaster maintains tables about hosts, queues, jobs, system load, and 
user permissions. sge_qmaster receives scheduling decisions from 
sge_schedd and requests actions from sge_execd on the appropriate 
execution hosts. 
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sge_schedd – The Scheduler Daemon 
The scheduling daemon maintains an up-to-date view of the cluster's status 
with the help of sge_qmaster. The scheduling daemon makes the following 
scheduling decisions: 
 Which jobs are dispatched to which queues 
 How to reorder and reprioritize jobs to maintain share, priority, or  
     deadline 
The daemon then forwards these decisions to sge_qmaster, which initiates 
the required actions. 
sge_execd – The Execution Daemon 
The execution daemon is responsible for the queue instances on its host and 
for the running of jobs in these queue instances. Periodically, the execution 
daemon forwards information such as job status or load on its host to 
sge_qmaster. 
Queues 
A queue is a container for a class of jobs that are allowed to run on one or 
more hosts concurrently. A queue determines certain job attributes, for 
example, whether the job can be migrated. Throughout its lifetime, a running 
job is associated with its queue. Association with a queue affects some of the 
things that can happen to a job. For example, if a queue is suspended, all jobs 
associated with that queue are also suspended. 
Jobs need not be submitted directly to a queue. You need to specify only the 
requirement profile of the job. A profile might include requirements such as 
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memory, operating system, available software, and so forth. The grid engine 
software automatically dispatches the job to a suitable queue and a suitable 
host with a light execution load. If you submit a job to a specified queue, the 
job is bound to this queue. As a result, the grid engine system daemons are 
unable to select a better-suited device or a device that has a lighter load. 
A queue can reside on a single host, or a queue can extend across multiple 
hosts. For this reason, grid engine system queues are also referred to as 
cluster queues. Cluster queues enable users and administrators to work with 
a cluster of execution hosts by means of a single queue configuration. Each 
host that is attached to a cluster queue receives its own queue instance from 
the cluster queue.  
Client Commands 
The command-line user interface is a set of ancillary programs (commands) 
that enable you to do the following tasks: 
 Manage queues 
 Submit and delete jobs 
 Check job status 
 Suspend or enable queues and jobs 
The grid engine system provides the following set of ancillary programs. 
 qacct – Extracts arbitrary accounting information from the cluster log 
file. 
 qalter – Changes the attributes of submitted but pending jobs. 
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 qconf – Provides the user interface for cluster configuration and queue  
configuration. 
 qdel – Provides the means for a user, operator, or manager to send 
signals to jobs or to subsets thereof. 
 qhold – Holds back submitted jobs from execution. 
 qhost – Displays status information about execution hosts. 
 qlogin – Initiates a telnet or similar login session with automatic 
selection of a low-loaded, suitable host. 
 qmake – A replacement for the standard UNIX make facility. qmake 
extends make by its ability to distribute independent make steps across 
a cluster of suitable machines. 
 qmod – Enables the owner to suspend or enable a queue. All currently 
active processes that are associated with this queue are also signaled. 
 qmon – Provides an X Windows Motif command interface and 
monitoring facility. 
 qresub – Creates new jobs by copying running or pending jobs. 
 qrls – Releases jobs from holds that were previously assigned to them, 
for example, through qhold. 
 qrsh – Can be used for various purposes, such as the following: 
o To provide remote execution of interactive applications through 
the grid engine system. qrsh is comparable to the standard UNIX 
facility rsh. 
o To allow for the submission of batch jobs that, upon execution, 
support terminal I/O and terminal control. Terminal I/O includes 
standard output, standard error, and standard input. 
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o To provide a submission client that remains active until the 
batch job finishes. 
o To allow for the grid engine software-controlled remote 
execution of the tasks of parallel jobs. 
 qselect – Prints a list of queue names corresponding to specified 
selection criteria. The output of qselect is usually sent to other grid 
engine system commands to apply actions on a selected set of 
queues. 
 qsh – Opens an interactive shell in an xterm on a lightly loaded host. 
Any kind of interactive jobs can be run in this shell. 
 qstat – Provides a status listing of all jobs and queues associated with 
the cluster.  
 qsub – The user interface for submitting batch jobs to the grid engine 
system. 
 qtcsh – A fully compatible replacement for the widely known and used 
UNIX C shell (csh) derivative, tcsh. qtcsh provides a command shell 
with the extension of transparently distributing execution of designated 
applications to suitable and lightly loaded hosts through grid engine 
software. 
QMON, the Grid Engine System's Graphical User Interface 
You can use QMON, the graphical user interface (GUI) tool, to accomplish 
most grid engine system tasks. Figure shows the QMON Main Control 
window, which is often the starting point for both user and administrator 
functions. Each icon on the Main Control window is a GUI button that you 
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click to start a variety of tasks. To see a button's name, which also describes 
its function, rest the pointer over the button. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: 
QMON Main Control Window 
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6.1      PROPOSED MODEL FOR GRID 
In the previous chapters, various types of Grid and their architectures have 
been studied. In order to implement Grid computing, following is a proposed 
Grid computing model. 
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6.2      RATIONALE BEHIND GRID MODEL 
After studying grid computing concepts, various grid models and grid software 
functionalities, I conclude that there are following core reasons behind grid 
computing model. 
 
To create pool of resources like computing power, storage or 
application software which can access anytime. 
To utilize idle resources located any where but accessible via computer 
network. 
 
In my proposed grid model, grid portal is a resource manager. Any client / 
service provider / volunteer can offer his computing power and grid service on 
rent. The requirement for client is that it has to install grid service provided by 
grid manager. The client will offer its idle computing power and grid service to 
requester. The client will charge financial amount based on no. of milliseconds 
computing power is used. Using this grid model, any client can download grid 
service, connect it with portal, execute grid service and earn money by using 
idle computing power. 
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6.3      FEATURES OF GRID MODEL 
The important features of proposed grid computing model are as under.  
The proposed grid-computing model is working on TCP/IP. 
The grid model’s primary goal is to utilize unused grid service and 
computing power to execute service and charge amount for it. 
The grid-computing model is developed using Java API. Because java 
is a platform independent language, the model provides platform 
independence. It can work with any operating system. 
It requires on java language interpreter for execution and no other soft 
wares are required. 
The model is easy to install. 
The model is divided in to three components. 
o Grid Server / Grid Portal 
o Grid Service Component 
o Grid Service Request Component 
The developer can develop various new grid services by extending the 
basic class GridService available in the model. 
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6.4 GRID COMPONENTS 
There are three major components interact with one another during grid 
system execution.  
Grid Server / Grid Portal Component 
Grid Service Component 
Grid Service Request Component 
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6.4.1      Grid Server / Grid Portal Component 
The grid server is the main component of proposed grid model. The main 
functions of grid server are as under. 
To run server on port number 9999. 
To establish and maintain connection with each grid service client 
node. 
To listen and response various command given by grid service request 
node. 
To store output of various services executed by grid service client. 
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6.4.1.1     Grid Server System Diagram 
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Figure 1: 
Grid Server System Diagram 
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6.4.1.2     Grid Server Program Flow 
 
 
1. Start Grid Server. The server will wait for Grid service component 
request. It will also wait for Grid service request component. 
2. Start Grid service request component. It connects with grid server. This 
component is useful to list out all grid services currently available with 
grid server. The grid service request component is also useful to 
submit grid service request. 
3. Start Grid service component. Grid service is directly connected with 
grid server. We can connect any number of grid services with grid 
server. We can also create new grid service based on grid service 
base class. 
4. Once all grid services are connected with the grid server. We can issue 
request for execution of any grid service using grid service request 
component.  
5. The grid service request is send to particular node for execution. 
During execution of grid service output file is generated on grid server. 
The node will create one more file for bill charge for using processing 
power to execute requested grid service. 
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6.4.1.3     Grid Server Program Code [ GridPortal.java ] 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 
 
class GridPortal  
{ 
 public static void main(String[] args)  
 { 
  String command; 
  Service s; 
  GridPortalData gpd=new GridPortalData(); 
  SubmitServer subserver=new SubmitServer(gpd); 
  subserver.start(); 
  GridServer gs=new GridServer(gpd); 
  gs.start(); 
  try 
  { 
   while(true) 
   { 
    command=gpd.getCommand(); 
    if(command==null) 
    { 
     Thread.sleep(1000); 
     continue; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     String [] params=command.split(":"); 
 
     s=gpd.getService(params[0]); 
     if(s==null) 
     { 
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    System.out.println("No service with name " + 
params[0]); 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      s.executeService(params[1]); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  catch(Exception e) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Exception generated in 
GridPortal...."); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 } 
} 
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class GridPortalData 
{ 
 long jobid=0; 
 Vector vservice=new Vector(); 
 Vector vcommand=new Vector(); 
 public synchronized void addService(Service s) 
 { 
  vservice.add(s); 
 } 
 public synchronized void addCommand(String command) 
 { 
  vcommand.add(command); 
 } 
 public synchronized String getCommand() 
 { 
  if(vcommand.size() > 0) 
  { 
   String s=(String)vcommand.remove(0); 
   return s; 
  } 
  else 
   return null; 
 } 
 public synchronized Service getService(String servicename) 
 { 
  boolean servicefound=false; 
  Service s=null; 
   
  if(vservice.size() > 0 ) 
  { 
   Enumeration e=vservice.elements(); 
   while(e.hasMoreElements()) 
   { 
    s=(Service)e.nextElement(); 
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    if(servicename.equals(s.servicename)==true) 
    { 
     servicefound=true; 
     break; 
    } 
   } 
   if(servicefound==true) 
    return s; 
   else 
    return null; 
  } 
  else 
   return null; 
 } 
 
 public long getJobId() 
 { 
  jobid=jobid+1; 
  return jobid; 
 } 
} 
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class GridServer extends Thread 
{ 
 Socket s; 
 Service service; 
 GridPortalData gpd; 
 GridServer(GridPortalData gpd) 
 { 
  this.gpd=gpd; 
 } 
 public void run() 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   int port=9999;      /* Port Number */ 
  ServerSocket ss = new ServerSocket(9999); 
  System.out.println("This Is Grid Portal"); 
  System.out.println("Listening On Port : " + port); 
  System.out.println("Server IP Address : " + 
InetAddress.getLocalHost()); 
  while(true) 
  { 
    s=ss.accept();  
/* Get Socket Request From Client */ 
    service=new Service(s); 
    service.start(); 
    gpd.addService(service); 
  }      } 
  catch(Exception e) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Exception generated ...."); 
   System.out.println("Server shutting down..."); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 }} 
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class Service 
{ 
 Socket s; 
 InputStream is; 
 BufferedReader br; 
 PrintStream p; 
 String servicename; 
 String outputline; 
 public Service(Socket sc) 
 { 
  s=sc; 
 } 
  
 public void start() 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   /* Get Input Stream To Read From Socket */ 
   is=s.getInputStream(); 
   br=new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(is)); 
   /* Get Output Stream For Client Socket */ 
   p = new PrintStream(s.getOutputStream()); 
   servicename=br.readLine();  
   System.out.println(servicename); 
  } 
  catch(Exception ee) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Exception generated ...."); 
   System.out.println("Error in Start Method of Service 
Class..."); 
   ee.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 } 
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 public void executeService(String jobid) 
 { 
  try 
  { 
    
   p.println("start"); 
   p.println(jobid); 
 
   /* Write Output File On Portal */ 
   String filename="JobOutput" + jobid +".txt"; 
   FileWriter fw = new FileWriter(new File(filename)); 
   
   while(true) 
   { 
    outputline=br.readLine(); 
    if(outputline.equals("stop")==true) 
    { 
     fw.close(); 
     break; 
    } 
    else 
    {  
     System.out.println(outputline); 
     fw.write(outputline+"\n"); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  catch(Exception ee) 
  { 
  System.out.println("Exception generated ...."); 
  System.out.println("Error in Execute Method of Service 
Class..."); 
  ee.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
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 } 
 
 public String getServiceName() 
 { 
  return servicename; 
 } 
  
 public void setServiceName(String servicename) 
 { 
  this.servicename=servicename;  
 } 
} 
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class SubmitServer extends Thread 
{ 
 Socket s; 
 InputStream is; 
 BufferedReader br; 
 PrintStream p; 
 String status; 
 String command,commandresponse; 
 GridPortalData gpd; 
 SubmitServer(GridPortalData gpd) 
 { 
  this.gpd=gpd; 
 } 
 public void run() 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   int port=8888;      /* Port Number */ 
    
   ServerSocket ss = new ServerSocket(8888); 
   System.out.println("This Is SubmitServer"); 
   System.out.println("Listening On Port : " + port); 
System.out.println("Server IP Address : " + 
InetAddress.getLocalHost()); 
   while(true) 
   { 
    /* Get Socket Request From Client */ 
    s=ss.accept();    
    /* Get Input Stream To Read From Socket */ 
    is=s.getInputStream(); 
br=new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(is)); 
    /* Get Output Stream For Client Socket */ 
    p = new PrintStream(s.getOutputStream()); 
 142
    
    status=br.readLine(); 
    if(status.equals("submit")==true) 
    { 
     p.println("OK"); 
     while(true) 
     { 
      command=br.readLine(); 
      System.out.println(command); 
      commandresponse="@"+command; 
      if (command.equals("exit")==true) 
      { 
       break; 
      } 
     else if (command.equals("list")==true) 
      { 
       listServices();  
   
      } 
      else 
      { 
       long jobid=gpd.getJobId(); 
                                                      
gpd.addCommand(command+":"+jobid); 
                                  commandresponse="JobID : " + jobid;
  
      } 
      p.println(commandresponse); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
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  catch(Exception e) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Exception generated ...."); 
   System.out.println("SubmitServer shutting down..."); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 } 
 
 public void listServices() 
 { 
  p.println("start"); 
  Enumeration e=gpd.vservice.elements(); 
  while(e.hasMoreElements()) 
  { 
   p.println(((Service)e.nextElement()).getServiceName()); 
  } 
  p.println("stop"); 
 } 
} 
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6.4.2      Grid Service Component 
The grid service is the main class for developing new grid service. The main 
functions of grid service are as under. 
To establish and maintain connection with grid server. 
To generate output of the requested grid service. 
To generate bill based on number of milliseconds use by the grid 
service for the grid service request.  
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6.4.2.1     Grid Service Program Code [ GridService.java ] 
 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
 
class GridService 
{ 
 String servicename="abc"; 
 InputStream is; 
 BufferedReader br; 
 PrintStream output; 
 Socket s; 
 String command; 
 String server; 
 FileWriter fw; 
  
 public void start(String serveraddress)  
 { 
  try 
  { 
   /* Set Server IP Address */  
   server =serveraddress; 
    
   /* Set Server Port Number */ 
   int port = 9999; 
    
   s = new Socket(server,port); 
    
   /* Get Socket Input Stream */ 
   is = s.getInputStream(); 
   br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(is)); 
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   /* Get Socket Output Stream */ 
   output=new PrintStream(s.getOutputStream()); 
    
   /* Pass Message On Server */ 
   System.out.println(servicename); 
   output.println(servicename); 
    
   while(true) 
   { 
    command=br.readLine(); 
    if(command.equals("start")==true) 
    { 
     long t1,t2; 
     Date d1=new Date(); 
     String jobid=br.readLine(); 
     String filename="JobBill" + jobid +".txt"; 
     fw = new FileWriter(new File(filename)); 
     t1=d1.getTime(); 
     System.out.println(t1); 
     executeService(); 
     Date d2=new Date(); 
     t2=d2.getTime(); 
     System.out.println(t2); 
    fw.write("Total Time In Milis : " + (t2-t1) + "\n"); 
fw.write("Total Bill In Rupee : " + 
NumberFormat.getInstance().format(((t2-t1)/100.0)/100.0) + 
"\n"); 
     fw.close(); 
     output.println("stop"); 
    } 
   } 
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   /* Close Socket and Streams */ 
   //s.close(); 
   //p.close(); 
   //br.close(); 
  } 
  catch(Exception e) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Connection cannot be established..."); 
   System.out.println("Check For Hostname and Port ..."); 
   System.out.println("Check whether Sever is on ..."); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public void executeService() 
 { 
 } 
 
 public String getServiceName() 
 { 
  return servicename; 
 } 
 public void setServiceName(String servicename) 
 { 
  this.servicename=servicename;  
 } 
} 
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6.4.2.2     Grid Service Program Code  
                [ LowerAlphabet.java ] 
 
 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
 
class GridService 
{ 
 String servicename="abc"; 
 InputStream is; 
 BufferedReader br; 
 PrintStream output; 
 Socket s; 
 String command; 
 String server; 
 FileWriter fw; 
  
 public void start(String serveraddress)  
 { 
  try 
  { 
   /* Set Server IP Address */  
   server =serveraddress; 
    
   /* Set Server Port Number */ 
   int port = 9999; 
    
   s = new Socket(server,port); 
    
   /* Get Socket Input Stream */ 
   is = s.getInputStream(); 
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   br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(is)); 
    
   /* Get Socket Output Stream */ 
   output=new PrintStream(s.getOutputStream()); 
    
   /* Pass Message On Server */ 
   System.out.println(servicename); 
   output.println(servicename); 
    
   while(true) 
   { 
    command=br.readLine(); 
    if(command.equals("start")==true) 
    { 
     long t1,t2; 
     Date d1=new Date(); 
     String jobid=br.readLine(); 
     String filename="JobBill" + jobid +".txt"; 
     fw = new FileWriter(new File(filename)); 
     t1=d1.getTime(); 
     System.out.println(t1); 
     executeService(); 
     Date d2=new Date(); 
     t2=d2.getTime(); 
     System.out.println(t2); 
     fw.write("Total Time In Milis : " + (t2-t1) + 
"\n"); 
     fw.write("Total Bill In Rupee : " + 
NumberFormat.getInstance().format(((t2-t1)/100.0)/100.0) + "\n"); 
     fw.close(); 
     output.println("stop"); 
    } 
   } 
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   /* Close Socket and Streams */ 
   //s.close(); 
   //p.close(); 
   //br.close(); 
  } 
  catch(Exception e) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Connection cannot be established..."); 
   System.out.println("Check For Hostname and Port ..."); 
   System.out.println("Check whether Sever is on ..."); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public void executeService() 
 { 
 } 
 
 public String getServiceName() 
 { 
  return servicename; 
 } 
 public void setServiceName(String servicename) 
 { 
  this.servicename=servicename;  
 } 
} 
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class LowerAlphabetService extends GridService 
{ 
 public void executeService() 
 { 
  for(int i=97;i<=122;i++) 
   output.println((char)i); 
 } 
} 
 
 
 
 
class LowerAlphabet 
{ 
 public static void main(String args[]) 
 { 
  LowerAlphabetService las=new LowerAlphabetService(); 
  las.setServiceName("LowerAlphabetService"); 
  las.start("127.0.0.1"); 
 } 
} 
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6.4.2.3     Grid Service Program Code  
                [ UpperAlphabet.java ] 
 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
 
class GridService 
{ 
 String servicename="abc"; 
 InputStream is; 
 BufferedReader br; 
 PrintStream output; 
 Socket s; 
 String command; 
 String server; 
 FileWriter fw; 
  
 public void start(String serveraddress)  
 { 
  try 
  { 
   /* Set Server IP Address */  
   server =serveraddress; 
    
   /* Set Server Port Number */ 
   int port = 9999; 
    
   s = new Socket(server,port); 
    
   /* Get Socket Input Stream */ 
   is = s.getInputStream(); 
   br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(is)); 
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   /* Get Socket Output Stream */ 
   output=new PrintStream(s.getOutputStream()); 
    
   /* Pass Message On Server */ 
   System.out.println(servicename); 
   output.println(servicename); 
    
   while(true) 
   { 
    command=br.readLine(); 
    if(command.equals("start")==true) 
    { 
     long t1,t2; 
     Date d1=new Date(); 
     String jobid=br.readLine(); 
     String filename="JobBill" + jobid +".txt"; 
     fw = new FileWriter(new File(filename)); 
     t1=d1.getTime(); 
     System.out.println(t1); 
     executeService(); 
     Date d2=new Date(); 
     t2=d2.getTime(); 
     System.out.println(t2); 
     fw.write("Total Time In Milis : " + (t2-t1) + 
"\n"); 
     fw.write("Total Bill In Rupee : " + 
NumberFormat.getInstance().format(((t2-t1)/100.0)/100.0) + "\n"); 
     fw.close(); 
     output.println("stop"); 
    } 
   } 
 
   /* Close Socket and Streams */ 
 154
   //s.close(); 
   //p.close(); 
   //br.close(); 
  } 
  catch(Exception e) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Connection cannot be established..."); 
   System.out.println("Check For Hostname and Port ..."); 
   System.out.println("Check whether Sever is on ..."); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public void executeService() 
 { 
 } 
 public String getServiceName() 
 { 
  return servicename; 
 } 
 public void setServiceName(String servicename) 
 { 
  this.servicename=servicename;  
 } 
} 
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class UpperAlphabetService extends GridService 
{ 
 public void executeService() 
 { 
  for(int i=65;i<=90;i++) 
   output.println((char)i); 
 } 
} 
 
 
class UpperAlphabet 
{ 
 public static void main(String args[]) 
 { 
  UpperAlphabetService uas=new UpperAlphabetService(); 
  uas.setServiceName("UpperAlphabetService"); 
  uas.start("127.0.0.1"); 
 } 
} 
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6.4.2.4     Grid Service Program Code  
                [ RandomNumber.java ] 
 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
 
 
class GridService 
{ 
 String servicename="abc"; 
 InputStream is; 
 BufferedReader br; 
 PrintStream output; 
 Socket s; 
 String command; 
 String server; 
 FileWriter fw; 
  
 public void start(String serveraddress)  
 { 
  try 
  { 
   /* Set Server IP Address */  
   server =serveraddress; 
    
   /* Set Server Port Number */ 
   int port = 9999; 
    
   s = new Socket(server,port); 
    
   /* Get Socket Input Stream */ 
 157
   is = s.getInputStream(); 
   br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(is)); 
    
   /* Get Socket Output Stream */ 
   output=new PrintStream(s.getOutputStream()); 
    
   /* Pass Message On Server */ 
   System.out.println(servicename); 
   output.println(servicename); 
    
   while(true) 
   { 
    command=br.readLine(); 
    if(command.equals("start")==true) 
    { 
     long t1,t2; 
     Date d1=new Date(); 
     String jobid=br.readLine(); 
     String filename="JobBill" + jobid +".txt"; 
     fw = new FileWriter(new File(filename)); 
     t1=d1.getTime(); 
     System.out.println(t1); 
     executeService(); 
     Date d2=new Date(); 
     t2=d2.getTime(); 
     System.out.println(t2); 
     fw.write("Total Time In Milis : " + (t2-t1) + 
"\n"); 
    fw.write("Total Bill In Rupee : " + 
NumberFormat.getInstance().format(((t2-t1)/100.0)/100.0) + "\n"); 
     fw.close(); 
     output.println("stop"); 
    } 
   } 
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   /* Close Socket and Streams */ 
   //s.close(); 
   //p.close(); 
   //br.close(); 
  } 
  catch(Exception e) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Connection cannot be established..."); 
   System.out.println("Check For Hostname and Port ..."); 
   System.out.println("Check whether Sever is on ..."); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public void executeService() 
 { 
 } 
 
 public String getServiceName() 
 { 
  return servicename; 
 } 
 public void setServiceName(String servicename) 
 { 
  this.servicename=servicename;  
 } 
} 
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class RandomNumberService extends GridService 
{ 
 public void executeService() 
 { 
  for(int i=1;i<=10;i++) 
   output.println((int)(Math.random()*1000)); 
 } 
} 
 
class RandomNumber 
{ 
 public static void main(String args[]) 
 { 
  RandomNumberService rns=new RandomNumberService(); 
  rns.setServiceName("RandomNumberService"); 
  rns.start("127.0.0.1"); 
 } 
} 
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6.4.2.5     Grid Service Program Code  
                [ SudokuGenerator.java ] 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
 
class GridService 
{ 
 String servicename="abc"; 
 InputStream is; 
 BufferedReader br; 
 PrintStream output; 
 Socket s; 
 String command; 
 String server; 
 FileWriter fw; 
  
 public void start(String serveraddress)  
 { 
  try 
  { 
   /* Set Server IP Address */  
   server =serveraddress; 
    
   /* Set Server Port Number */ 
   int port = 9999; 
    
   s = new Socket(server,port); 
    
   /* Get Socket Input Stream */ 
   is = s.getInputStream(); 
   br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(is)); 
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   /* Get Socket Output Stream */ 
   output=new PrintStream(s.getOutputStream()); 
    
   /* Pass Message On Server */ 
   System.out.println(servicename); 
   output.println(servicename); 
    
   while(true) 
   { 
    command=br.readLine(); 
    if(command.equals("start")==true) 
    { 
     long t1,t2; 
     Date d1=new Date(); 
     String jobid=br.readLine(); 
     String filename="JobBill" + jobid +".txt"; 
     fw = new FileWriter(new File(filename)); 
     t1=d1.getTime(); 
     System.out.println(t1); 
     executeService(); 
     Date d2=new Date(); 
     t2=d2.getTime(); 
     System.out.println(t2); 
     fw.write("Total Time In Milis : " + (t2-t1) + 
"\n"); 
fw.write("Total Bill In Rupee : " + 
NumberFormat.getInstance().format(((t2-t1)/100.0)/100.0) 
+ "\n"); 
     fw.close(); 
     output.println("stop"); 
    } 
   } 
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   /* Close Socket and Streams */ 
   //s.close(); 
   //p.close(); 
   //br.close(); 
  } 
  catch(Exception e) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Connection cannot be established..."); 
   System.out.println("Check For Hostname and Port ..."); 
   System.out.println("Check whether Sever is on ..."); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public void executeService() 
 { 
 } 
 public String getServiceName() 
 { 
  return servicename; 
 } 
 public void setServiceName(String servicename) 
 { 
  this.servicename=servicename;  
 } 
} 
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class SudokuGeneratorService extends GridService 
{ 
 public void executeService() 
 { 
  int a[]={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}; 
  int b[][]=new int[9][9]; 
  int t; 
  int pos=(int)(Math.random()*10); 
  pos=pos % 8; 
  for(int i=1;i<=pos;i++) 
  { 
   t=a[0]; 
   for(int j=1;j<=8;j++) 
   { 
    a[j-1]=a[j]; 
   } 
   a[8]=t; 
  } 
   
  for(int j=0;j<=8;j++) 
  { 
   b[0][j]=a[j]; 
   b[1][j]=a[(j+3)%9]; 
   b[2][j]=a[(j+6)%9]; 
   b[3][j]=a[(j+1)%9]; 
   b[4][j]=a[(j+4)%9]; 
   b[5][j]=a[(j+7)%9]; 
   b[6][j]=a[(j+2)%9]; 
   b[7][j]=a[(j+5)%9]; 
   b[8][j]=a[(j+8)%9]; 
  } 
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  for(int i=0;i<=8;i++) 
  { 
   output.println("----------------------------------"); 
output.println(b[i][0]+" : "+b[i][1]+" : "+b[i][2]+" : "+b[i][3]+" : 
"+b[i][4]+" : "+b[i][5]+" : "+b[i][6]+" : "+b[i][7]+" : "+b[i][8]); 
    
try{ 
    Thread.sleep(600); 
   } 
   catch(Exception e){} 
  } 
 
  output.println("----------------------------------"); 
  output.println("##################################"); 
   
  String outputline=null; 
  int r1,r2,r3,r4,r5,r6; 
  for(int i=0;i<=8;i++) 
  { 
   r1=(int)(Math.random()*100); 
   r1=r1 % 8; 
   r2=(int)(Math.random()*100); 
   r2=r2 % 8; 
   r3=(int)(Math.random()*100); 
   r3=r3 % 8; 
   r4=(int)(Math.random()*100); 
   r4=r4 % 8; 
   r5=(int)(Math.random()*100); 
   r5=r5 % 8; 
   r6=(int)(Math.random()*100); 
   r6=r6 % 8; 
 
   outputline=""; 
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for(int j=0;j<=8;j++) 
   { 
    if(j==r1 || j==r2 || j==r3 || j==r4 || j==r5 || j==r6) 
     outputline=outputline + "X"; 
    else 
     outputline=outputline + b[i][j]; 
 
    if(j!=8) 
     outputline=outputline + " : "; 
   } 
   output.println("----------------------------------"); 
   output.println(outputline); 
   try{ 
    Thread.sleep(600); 
   } 
   catch(Exception e){} 
  } 
  output.println("----------------------------------"); 
 } 
} 
 
class SudokuGenerator 
{ 
 public static void main(String args[]) 
 { 
  SudokuGeneratorService sgs=new SudokuGeneratorService(); 
  sgs.setServiceName("SudokuGeneratorService"); 
  sgs.start("127.0.0.1"); 
 } 
} 
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6.4.2.6     Grid Service Program Code  
                [ FinancialCalculation.java ] 
 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
 
class GridService 
{ 
 String servicename="abc"; 
 InputStream is; 
 BufferedReader br; 
 PrintStream output; 
 Socket s; 
 String command; 
 String server; 
 FileWriter fw; 
  
 public void start(String serveraddress)  
 { 
  try 
  { 
   /* Set Server IP Address */  
   server =serveraddress; 
    
   /* Set Server Port Number */ 
   int port = 9999; 
    
   s = new Socket(server,port); 
    
   /* Get Socket Input Stream */ 
   is = s.getInputStream(); 
   br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(is)); 
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   /* Get Socket Output Stream */ 
   output=new PrintStream(s.getOutputStream()); 
    
   /* Pass Message On Server */ 
   System.out.println(servicename); 
   output.println(servicename); 
    
   while(true) 
   { 
    command=br.readLine(); 
    if(command.equals("start")==true) 
    { 
     long t1,t2; 
     Date d1=new Date(); 
     String jobid=br.readLine(); 
     String filename="JobBill" + jobid +".txt"; 
     fw = new FileWriter(new File(filename)); 
     t1=d1.getTime(); 
     System.out.println(t1); 
     executeService(); 
     Date d2=new Date(); 
     t2=d2.getTime(); 
     System.out.println(t2); 
     fw.write("Total Time In Milis : " + (t2-t1) + 
"\n"); 
fw.write("Total Bill In Rupee : " + 
NumberFormat.getInstance().format(((t2-t1)/100.0)/100.0) 
+ "\n"); 
     fw.close(); 
     output.println("stop"); 
    } 
   } 
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   /* Close Socket and Streams */ 
   //s.close(); 
   //p.close(); 
   //br.close(); 
  } 
  catch(Exception e) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Connection cannot be established..."); 
   System.out.println("Check For Hostname and Port ..."); 
   System.out.println("Check whether Sever is on ..."); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public void executeService() 
 { 
 } 
 public String getServiceName() 
 { 
  return servicename; 
 } 
 public void setServiceName(String servicename) 
 { 
  this.servicename=servicename;  
 } 
} 
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class FinancialCalculationService extends GridService 
{ 
 public void executeService() 
 { 
  double basic=0.0,da=0.0,hra=0.0,ma=0.0,salary=0.0; 
  String sbasic,sda,shra,sma,ssalary; 
  output.println("Calculation of salary for 30 years"); 
output.println("Basic = 10000 da = 50% of basic hra = 15% of basic ma = Rs. 
100 "); 
  output.println("Rise in basic salary = 5% every year"); 
  output.println("Rise in da           = 5% every five year"); 
  output.println("Rise in hra          = 5% every ten year"); 
  output.println("Rise in ma           = 20 Rs. every year\n"); 
  basic=10000; 
  da=.5; 
  hra=.15; 
  ma=100; 
 
  for(int i=1;i<=30;i++) 
  { 
   salary=basic + (basic * da) + (basic * hra) + ma; 
   sbasic=NumberFormat.getInstance().format(basic); 
   sda=NumberFormat.getInstance().format(da); 
   shra=NumberFormat.getInstance().format(hra); 
   sma=NumberFormat.getInstance().format(ma); 
   ssalary=NumberFormat.getInstance().format(salary); 
output.println(i + "    " + sbasic + "   " + sda + "   " + shra + "   " + sma + "   " + 
ssalary); 
   basic=basic + (basic * 0.1); 
   ma=ma + 20; 
   if(i % 5 == 0) 
    da=da + 0.05; 
   if(i % 10 == 0) 
    hra=hra + 0.05; 
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   try{ 
    Thread.sleep(200); 
   } 
   catch(Exception e){} 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
 
class FinancialCalculation 
{ 
 public static void main(String args[]) 
 { 
  FinancialCalculationService fcs=new 
FinancialCalculationService(); 
  fcs.setServiceName("FinancialCalculationService"); 
  fcs.start("127.0.0.1"); 
 } 
} 
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6.4.3      Grid Service Request Component 
The main functions of grid service request node are as under. 
To establish and maintain connection with each grid server. 
To submit request for various services run by grid server. 
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6.4.3.1     Grid Service Request Program Code  
                [ JobSubmit.java ] 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
 
class JobSubmit 
{ 
public static void main(String[] args)  
{ 
String message; 
String command,commandresponse; 
try 
{ 
/* Set Server IP Address */  
String server = args[0]; 
 
/* Set Server Port Number */ 
int port = 8888; 
Socket s = new Socket(server,port); 
 
/* Get Socket Input Stream */ 
InputStream is = s.getInputStream(); 
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(is)); 
    
/* Get Socket Output Stream */ 
PrintStream p=new PrintStream(s.getOutputStream()); 
p.println("submit"); 
message=br.readLine(); 
if(message.equals("OK")==true) 
{ 
System.out.println(message); 
BufferedReader commandinput = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(System.in)); 
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while(true) 
{ 
 
/* Read From Input Prompt */ 
System.out.print("Enter Command>"); 
command = commandinput.readLine(); 
System.out.println(command); 
p.println(command); 
if(command.equals("exit")==true) 
{ 
break; 
} 
if(command.equals("list")==true) 
{ 
commandresponse=br.readLine(); 
System.out.println(commandresponse); 
if(commandresponse.equals("start")==true) 
{ 
System.out.println("------------------------------------------------------------------------"); 
System.out.println("SERVICE NAME"); 
System.out.println("------------------------------------------------------------------------"); 
while(true) 
{ 
commandresponse=br.readLine(); 
if(commandresponse.equals("stop")==true) 
{ 
System.out.println("------------------------------------------------------------------------"); 
System.out.println(commandresponse); 
break; 
} 
else 
System.out.println(commandresponse) 
} 
} 
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} 
commandresponse=br.readLine(); 
System.out.println(commandresponse); 
} 
}      
   
/* Close Socket and streams */ 
s.close(); 
p.close(); 
br.close(); 
} 
 
catch(Exception e) 
{ 
System.out.println("Connection cannot be established..."); 
System.out.println("Check For Hostname and Port ..."); 
System.out.println("Check whether Sever is on ..."); 
e.printStackTrace(); 
} 
 
} 
 
} 
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6.5 INSTALLATION OF GRID COMPUTING MODEL 
6.5.1 Grid Server Installation 
 
Grid Server component can be installed on any ordinary computer has 
different operating systems. I have tested grid server installation with following 
hardware configuration. 
 
CPU – Intel Core 2 Duo T5450 1.67GHz 
RAM – 512 MB 
Operating System – Windows 2000 Professional 
 
To install grid server simply copy file GridPortal.class in one of the directory of 
your choice. That directory will be the root directory for your grid portal. 
  
You can create new GridPortal.class from the source file GridpPortal.java if 
java language compiler is installed on your computer.   
 
To execute grid server java language interpreter(javac.exe) is required. So 
install java language interpreter before staring grid server. 
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6.5.2 Grid Service Installation 
 
Grid Service component can be installed on any ordinary computer has 
different operating systems. I have tested grid service installation with 
following hardware configuration. There can be more than one grid services 
handled by the grid portal on various computers. In that case, we require one 
separate computer for each grid service offer by the owner of that computer. 
 
CPU – Intel Core 2 Duo T5450 1.67GHz 
RAM – 512 MB 
Operating System – Windows 2000 Professional 
 
To install grid service simply copy GridService class file in one of the directory 
of your choice. 
  
To execute grid service java language interpreter(javac.exe) is required. So 
install java language interpreter before staring grid service. 
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6.5.3 Grid Service Request Installation 
 
Grid Service component can be installed on any ordinary computer has 
different operating systems. I have tested grid service installation with 
following hardware configuration. There can be one computer with grid 
service request for submitting service request. 
 
CPU – Intel Core 2 Duo T5450 1.67GHz 
RAM – 512 MB 
Operating System – Windows 2000 Professional 
 
To install grid service request simply copy JobSubmit class file in one of the 
directory of your choice. 
  
To execute grid service request component java language 
interpreter(javac.exe) is required. So install java language interpreter before 
staring grid service request. 
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6.6 TEST RUN AND OUTPUT OF GRID MODEL 
List of steps to execute grid model are as under. 
 
Step 1: Start Grid Portal 
Go to the directory where GridPortal.java file is copied. Compile 
GridPortal.java. It will generate new file GridPortal.class file. Start GridPortal 
file by executing following command. 
> java GridPortal 
 
 
Figure 2: 
Grid Portal 
 
The above screen shows that grid portal is running. The Grid Portal is running 
on port no 9999. Grid portal also starts one submit server which listens 
requests from grid request component. 
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Step 2:  Start Grid Request 
Go to the directory where file JobSubmit.java is copied.  Compile 
JobSubmit.java. It will generate new file JobSubmit.class. Run this file with IP 
address of the machine where grid portal component is running. 
> java JobSubmit IPAddress 
 
 
 
Figure 3: 
Job Submit Node For Grid Portal 
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Step 3:  Start Grid Service LowerAlphabet 
To run LowerAlphabet service on any machine, LowerAlphabet.class file is 
required. Copy this file in the directory where you want to install this grid 
service. Start grid service using following command.  
> java LowerAlphabet 
 
 
 
Figure 4: 
LowerAlphabet Grid Service 
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Step 4:  Start Grid Service UpperAlphabet 
To run UpperAlphabet service on any machine, UpperAlphabet.class file is 
required. Copy this file in the directory where you want to install this grid 
service. Start grid service using following command.  
> java UpperAlphabet 
 
 
 
Figure 5: 
UpperAlphabet Grid Service 
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Step 5:  Start Grid Service RandomNumber 
To run RandomNumber service on any machine, RandomNumber.class file is 
required. Copy this file in the directory where you want to install this grid 
service. Start grid service using following command.  
> java RandomNumber 
 
 
 
Figure 6: 
RandomNumber Grid Service 
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Step 6:  Start Grid Service SudokuGenerator 
To run SudokuGenerator service on any machine, SudokuGenerator.class file 
is required. Copy this file in the directory where you want to install this grid 
service. Start grid service using following command.  
> java SudokuGenerator 
 
 
 
Figure 7: 
SudokuGenerator Grid Service 
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Step 7:  Start Grid Service FinancialCalculation 
To run FinancialCalculation service on any machine, 
FinancialCalculation.class file is required. Copy this file in the directory where 
you want to install this grid service. Start grid service using following 
command.  
> java FinancialCalculation 
 
 
 
Figure 8: 
FinancialCalculation Grid Service 
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Step 8:  List all services connected with Grid Portal using command list 
We can get list of all services connected with grid portal. This is possible 
using command list on JobSubmit node. To perform that on the JobSubmit 
node execute following command. 
 > list 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: 
List of running grid services 
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Step 9:  Request LowerAlphabet service 
We can request LowerAlphabet grid service by simply giving request name as 
the command on job submit node. When request name is given from the 
JobSubmit node that request will get JobId. The output of that requested grid 
service is stored on grid portal in file with that JobId number on grid portal. At 
the same time the service provider ( the machine where this service is running 
) also generate one bill file to calculate number of milliseconds utilize to 
generate results. 
> LowerAlphabetService 
 
 
 
Figure 10: 
LowerAlphabet service request 
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Step 10:  Check the output file 
The output file for LowerAlphabet is stored with file name JobOutput1.txt on 
grid portal. The output is as under. 
 
 
 
Figure 11: 
Output of LowerAlphabetService in file 
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Step 11:  Check the bill file 
The bill file is generated with file name JobBill1.txt. This file display total 
milliseconds utilize by grid service and charge to be taken by the service 
provider in rupee. 
 
 
 
Figure 12: 
Bill Output of LowerAlphabetService 
 
The bill file shows that it took 15 miliseconds to generate output in file. The 
total charge in rupee for utilizing computing power on node is 0.002. 
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Step 12:  Request UpperAlphabet service 
We can request UpperAlphabet grid service by simply giving request name as 
the command on job submit node. When request name is given from the 
JobSubmit node that request will get JobId. The output of that requested grid 
service is stored on grid portal in file with that JobId number on grid portal. At 
the same time the service provider ( the machine where this service is running 
) also generate one bill file to calculate number of milliseconds utilize to 
generate results. 
> UpperAlphabetService 
 
 
 
Figure 13: 
UpperAlphabet service request 
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Step 13:  Check the output file 
The output file for UpperAlphabet is stored with file name JobOutput2.txt on 
grid portal. The output is as under. 
 
 
 
Figure 14: 
Output of UpperAlphabetService in file 
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Step 14:  Check the bill file 
The bill file is generated with file name JobBill2.txt. This file display total 
milliseconds utilize by grid service and charge to be taken by the service 
provider in rupee. 
 
 
 
Figure 15: 
Bill Output for UpperAlphabetService 
 
The bill file shows that it took 16 miliseconds to generate output in file. The 
total charge in rupee for utilizing computing power on node is 0.002. 
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Step 15:  Request RandomNumber service 
We can request RandomNumber grid service by simply giving request name 
as the command on job submit node. When request name is given from the 
JobSubmit node that request will get JobId. The output of that requested grid 
service is stored on grid portal in file with that JobId number on grid portal. At 
the same time the service provider ( the machine where this service is running 
) also generate one bill file to calculate number of milliseconds utilize to 
generate results. 
> RandomNumberService 
 
 
 
Figure 16: 
RandomNumber service request 
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Step 16:  Check the output file 
The output file for RandomNumber is stored with file name JobOutput4.txt on 
grid portal. The output is as under. 
 
 
 
Figure 17: 
Output of RandomNumberService in file 
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Step 17:  Check the bill file 
The bill file is generated with file name JobBill4.txt. This file display total 
milliseconds utilize by grid service and charge to be taken by the service 
provider in rupee. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18: 
Bill Output for RandomNumberService 
 
The bill file shows that it took 10 miliseconds to generate output in file. The 
total charge in rupee for utilizing computing power on node is 0.001. 
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Step 18:  Request SudokuGenerator service 
We can request SudokuGenerator grid service by simply giving request name 
as the command on job submit node. When request name is given from the 
JobSubmit node that request will get JobId. The output of that requested grid 
service is stored on grid portal in file with that JobId number on grid portal. At 
the same time the service provider ( the machine where this service is running 
) also generate one bill file to calculate number of milliseconds utilize to 
generate results. 
> SudokuGeneratorService 
 
 
 
Figure 19: 
SudokuGenerator service request 
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Step 19:  Check the output file 
The output file for SudokuGenerator is stored with file name JobOutput5.txt on 
grid portal. The output is as under. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20: 
Output of SudokuGeneratorService in file 
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Step 20:  Check the bill file 
The bill file is generated with file name JobBill5.txt. This file display total 
milliseconds utilize by grid service and charge to be taken by the service 
provider in rupee. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21: 
Bill Output for SudokuGeneratorService 
 
The bill file shows that it took 10998 miliseconds to generate output in file. 
The total charge in rupee for utilizing computing power on node is 1.1. 
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Step 21:  Request FinancialCalculation service 
We can request FinancialCalculation grid service by simply giving request 
name as the command on job submit node. When request name is given from 
the JobSubmit node that request will get JobId. The output of that requested 
grid service is stored on grid portal in file with that JobId number on grid 
portal. At the same time the service provider ( the machine where this service 
is running ) also generate one bill file to calculate number of milliseconds 
utilize to generate results. 
> FinancialCalculationService 
 
 
 
Figure 22: 
FinancialCalculation service request 
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Step 22:  Check the output file 
The output file for FinancialCalculation is stored with file name JobOutput5.txt 
on grid portal. The output is as under. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23: 
Output of FinancialCalculationService in file 
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Step 23:  Check the bill file 
The bill file is generated with file name JobBill6.txt. This file display total 
milliseconds utilize by grid service and charge to be taken by the service 
provider in rupee. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24: 
Bill Output for FinancialCalculationService 
 
The bill file shows that it took 6100 miliseconds to generate output in file. The 
total charge in rupee for utilizing computing power on node is 0.61. 
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6.7 CONCLUSION 
1.     GENERATE REVENUE FROM IDLE MACHINES 
 
The suggested model is developed from scratch using java programming 
language. It is tested with various grid services written in java programming 
language. The results are according to our expectation. In my view, any 
person having idle machine can connect his machine with grid portal, execute 
service demanded by grid portal and bill is generated based on number of 
milliseconds cpu is utilized. 
Thus using any idle computer, we can earn money by utilizing idle cpu power. 
 
 
2.     BETTER SOLUTION FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING 
 
Computing is an evolutionary process. Five generations of development 
history with each generation improving on the technology, architecture, 
software, applications, and representative systems of the previous one’s – 
make that clear. As part of this evolution, computing requirements driven by 
applications have always outpaced the available technology. 
 
So, system designers have always needed to seek faster, more cost effective 
computer systems. Parallel and distributed computing provides the best 
solution, by offering computing power that greatly exceeds the technological 
limitations of single processor systems. Unfortunately, although the parallel 
and distributed computing concept has been with us for over three decades, 
the high cost of multiprocessor systems has blocked commercial success so 
far. 
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Today, a wide range of applications are hungry for higher computing power, 
and even though single processor PCs and workstations now can provide 
extremely fast processing, the even faster execution that multi processors can 
achieve by working concurrently is still needed. 
 
Grid computing can provide enormous computing power that a pool of users 
can share or that can be collectively used to solve a single application. In 
addition, grid computing is possible with low cost desktop machines. 
 
3.     RESEARCH CHALLENGES 
 
Grid computing research has been started in 1998.  Many research projected 
have been completed. Many grid computing software are available to run 
various grid applications. The challenges I faced during my research work are: 
To run any grid application grid framework is required. Many grid 
framework like vgrid, sun N1 grid, Globus toolkit are available in the 
market, I decided to develop my own framework to run grid service or 
grid application. In my view to develop framework from scratch was 
challenging task. 
I want to run my grid portal on various kinds of platform like Microsoft 
windows, Linux, Sun solaris etc. In short, platform independence and 
interoperability is the main area of concern. Thank to java language 
developers due to which these issues can be resolve with less effort. 
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4.     FUTURE SCOPE 
 
In my view, the grid framework developed for this grid model is with basic 
facility. Any researcher who wants to continue this research further can add 
following functionalities in my grid model. 
The grid model does not provide fault tolerance. Fault tolerance is 
necessary to test whether grid service or application on client machine 
is working properly. 
The grid model does not provide security. The interested researcher 
can develop this module to provide username and password based 
security in the suggested grid model. 
The data transfer is not optimized in grid model. This can be improved. 
The grid model is tested using trasmission control protocol. The model 
can be tested for user datagram protocol. 
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